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INTRODUCTION 

What did its first critics find to commend in this book 
(HarmoniuriU? In Josephson's review', it was "a mathematic
aI, a metaphysical quality • • • w'hich is' entertaining in 
the highest sense." In Hilson's notice, the poet's mast
ery of a style, his "curious, ironic imagina.tion, IIhis 
percipiency, and distinguished fancy. In Van Doren's, his 
delicately enunciated melody, his clipped cleanliness of 
line, his general excellence." Louis Unter-meyer ••• 
granted Stevens "a certain sonority," "verbal elegance,lI 
"somesplendid phrases,lI "exotically splashed lines," and 
"witty precisions." "There can be no two opinions as to 
the uniqueness of poetic expression in \\fallace Stevens," 
said ~.rhe Boston Evening 'llrE.n~p.~; it praised his "pure 
felicity of expression,1I his IIjudicious use of onomato
poetic methods, II his restraint, the "opulence of his poetry~ 
"A living roundness of diction, a sharp and nervous select
ion proceeding from rich reservoirs of imagination," and 
above all its musical quality, lIalfull bell-like tone, a 
resonance that hangs in the air." 

These critical judgements, occasioned by the appearance of 

Harmonium in 1923, are more or less a rei ter-ation of .. [hat had been 

said ever since Stevens' first appearance in the little magazines 

some nine years earlier. The object of most attention was obvious-

ly the singular Stevens style, and in particular, the language, 

since this appeared to lie nearest to the surface and so seemed 

most accessible as well as most distinctive. Encountering such 

poetry as: 

The lacquered loges huddled there 
Mumbled zay-zay and a-zay, a-zay~ 

IHi Simons, IIVicissitudes of Reputation, 1914-1940", Harv
ard Advocate, CXXVll (December, '1940), 36. 

I 
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2 / 

The moonlight 2 
Fubbed the girandoles. 

the coterie of Stevens' recders responded with delight -- or irrit-

ation at what they felt \vas mere verbal sleight-of-hand. Those who 

merely indulged themselves in Stevens.' poetry praised him for his 

gorgeousness but were generally ct a loss to define this further or 

to relate it signifioantly to a·theory of poetry. 

A typical, well~intentioned review of this kind appeared in 

Poetry 1923-4. After declaring vTi th incredible confidence thct 

last lines have no significance in a poem suoh as "The Comedian as 

the Letter C", the reviewer describes her reading of this poem: 

•• ~ already one has looked back a dozen times, read and 
re-read passages, always at a headlong pace, catching up 
with oneself again, stumbling ahead breathless with eager
ness, laughter, delight; and to come to the end means mere
ly that one will turn back to this passage or that, vThich 
teased with a glimpse into something that demands to be 
more clearly comprehended before one is done with it! Aft
er all, there is a lot one never quite "gets II. • • • . . . . . . . . . . . -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . 
To attain certain effects he keeps wild adjectives in cages, 
from which they featly leap upon the startled noun an~ el
ope vrith it. This is very stimulcting to the reader. 

There is no doubt about the enjoyment or the admiration but both 

laok qualification of a sort that would illuminate the poetry. 

There is recognition 'of "something that demands to be more clearly 

comprehended ll but for the most part the response is to the surface 

2 Wallace Stevens, The'Collected Poems of Wallace stevens 
(London, 1959), p. II. This volume viill hereafter be cited as CP. 

3Marjorie Allen Seiffert, "The Intellectual Tropics", Poe~: 
A Magazine of Verse, XXIII (1923-24), 154-'160. 
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of the poem alone. With the exception of such perceptive critics 

as Marianne Moore, the admirers of stevens' early poetry tended 

towards this ill-defined response and consequently were as unjust 

to stevens as his detractors "Tere. The si tua tion is summed up by 

R.P·.Blackmur:"1>1ro stevens has a badrep~tation among those who 

dislike the finicky, and a high one, unfortunately, among those 

who value the ornamental sounds of i'Tords but vlho see no purpose in 

developing sound from sense. 1.4 

While Winters called him the greatest living American poet 

there were a considerable number of critics who castigated Stevens 

on the grounds that he indulged in exoticism and aestheticism for ........ 

their ovm sake, and that his way id th "Tords, vlhile sometimes mo-

mentarily amusing or entertaining, led more often to obscurity. 

In other "lords, these critics were guilty of a fallacy of inter-

pretation similar to that of some of Stevens' admirers, in that 

they were aware of the impact of the diction but not of its sig-

nificance in relation to the whole body of poetry and to stevens' 

personal ideology. 

"Poetry is a poetic conception, however expressed. A 

poem is poetry expressed in words. But in a poem there is a poet

ry of ,'lords. Obviously a poem may consist of several poetries. ,,5 

4 R.P.Blackmur, "Examples of Wallace Stevens", in his Lan-
guage as Ge,sture (London, 1954), p.,221. 

5vTallace Stevens, Opus Posthumous, ed. S.F.Morse, (New 
York, I957), p.I63. This volume \oTill hereafter be cited ·asOP. 
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Stevens' poems are not just poems about jars in Tennesee; they are 

poems about poetry. The medium is at least as important as the 

content, and the medium, of course, is language. Stevens' lang-

uage is the" manifestation of a sensibility, his style is an affirm-

ation of self; the poem is "a vital'self-assertion in a i'forld in v/ 

which nothing but the s"elf remains, if that remains. 11 6 The -making 

of a style is, as Yeats claimed, the making of a self. In view of 

this it would seem profitable to examine Stevens' style beyond its 

surface glitter, to attempt to discover why Stevens chooses the 

words he does, and their relation to the oth~r poetries of the poem. 

In this thesis I wish to examine stevens' varying uses of 

language in the poetry of Harmonium. The study of langue,ge cannot 

be neatly confined, especially in poetry such as this where rhet-

oric, for instance, is at one point the subject and at another the 

means of expression, where nonsense belies its own name at the same 

time as it delights in being nonsense. In view of the range of 

uses and effects of language in the hands' of a poet like Stevens, 

it is as '-Tell to make cleer some of the basic functions of lang-

uage in the hends of any poet: 

We may say that the duty of the poet, as poet, is only in
directly to his people: his direct duty is to his language, 
first to preserve, and second to extend and improve. In 
expressing "That -other people feel he is also changing the 
feeling by making it more conSCious; he is making people 
more aware of what they feel already, and therefore teach
ing them something about themselves. But he is not merely 
a more conscious person than the others; he is also indiv
idually different from other people; and from other poets 

6Wellc:.ce Stevens, The Necessary Angel, VJntage Books (Ne,'l 
York, 1965), p. 171. Thi~ volume will hereafter be cited as NA. 



too, and can make his readers share consciously in new· 
feelings which they had not experienced before • • • . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . 
You must not imagine me to be saying that the language 
which we speak is determined exclusively by our poets. 

5 

The structure of culture is much more complex than that. 
Indeed it will eque.lly be true that the quality of our po
etry is dependent upon the way in "\-Thich the people use 
their language: for a poet must take as his material his 
own language as it is actually spoken around him. If it 
is improving he will profit; if it is deteriorating, he 
must make the best of it. Poetry can to some extent pre
serVe, and even restore, the beauty of a language; it can 
and should also help it to develop, to be just as subtle 
and precise in the more complicated conditions and for the 
changing purposes of modern life, as .it was in and for a 
simpler age. But poe.try, like every other single element 
in that mysterious social personality which itle call our 
"culture," must be dependent upon a great many circumstan
ces l'Thich are beyond its control. 7 

Eliot submits, then, that the direct duty of the poet is 

towards language; he also allows the close relation between the 

language and the culture, and so bet1'l"een the poet and the culture. 

But in claiming that the poet's duty to language is more direct 

than the poet's duty towards the people he is perhaps making an 

artificial and rather misleading distinction. The poet sel.e,c,t,s. 

the language he uses from the body of diction available to him; 

selection implies the preference of one thing over another and 

therefore the poet, through his chosen language, is transmitting 

certain values. And where values are concerned the people -- and 

the culture -- are also concerned. "Poetry is ••• a means 

whereby; through the imaginative use of language, we may be ·made 

--- .. ----- -- ... -----
7T.S.Eliot, "The Social Function of Poetry", On~ Poe_~_ry and 

Poets (N81" York, 1957), pp. 9, 12-13.. For a discussion of this 
viel" see also R.B .Pearce, ·The Continuity of American Poetry (New 
Jersey, 1961), pp. 10-15 passim. 
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aware of the values of a culture as they have (and have not) made 

possible the communal life of the individuals of whom it is compos-

This is not to say that the poet writes with a definite mor-

a1 purpose -- "Ethics are no more a part of poetry than they are of 

paintingll(OP 163) -- but rather that-he cannot help but reveal in 

his poetry a certain system of values. The perceptive poet is 

aware of this: "The relation of art to life'is of the first import-

ance especially in a skeptical age since, in the absence of a be-

lief in God, the mind turns t9 its own creations and examines them, 

not alone from the aesthetic point of vievT, but for what they re-

veal, for what they validate and invalidate, for the support that 

they give ll (@' 159). 

A study of Stevens' language, then, involves a study of 

his personal ideology and its relation to contemporary culture as 

well as a study of the aesthetic aspects of diction. My intention, 

therefore, is first of all to examine something of the,cultural 

climate in vThich Stevens' early poems were written and to discover, 

from the poetry and the prose, Stevens' reaction to this environ-

ment and, as a corollary of this, his attitude towards poetry. 1 

then vrish to look at the poems in Harmonium in an attempt to de-

fine the different uses of language. Certain general principles 

should emerge from this and 1 shall go on to demonstrate these more 

particularly by analysis of what is possibly the most important 

poem in Harmonium, liThe Comedian as the Letter C". 

8 Roy Harvey Pearce, The Continuity of American Poet!"J (NeTt; 
Jersey, 19(1), p. 12. 
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~he reason for my choice of topic is, I hope, clear. It 

has become something of a critical commonplace to say that Stevens' 

themes change little from the early poetry to the later; it vlould 

seem, therefore, thcit one of the most profitable ways to trace 

Stevens' development is by examination of his changing style rather 

. than his subject, though ultimately' it is difficult to separate the 

two. But primarily the reason for my choice of topic is a desire 

to read Stevens' poems properly. "The thing said must be the poem 

not the language used in sayi~g it. At its best the poem consists 

of both elements"(OP 165). Though one wishes to understand "the 

thing said", the language is obViously very important. It seems 

to me that a good many critics have fractured Stevens' poems in the 

reading, have separated the language from the poem, and have respon

ded to this language at a very superficial level. With the notable 

exception of H.P.J3lackmur, few have'attempted to fully understand 

the diction in a poetry that is virtually the Iverld as word. "It 

is not every day that the world arranges itself in a poem" COP 165). 

An examination of, the language of the poem may help towards an 

understanding of the world of the poem. 



THE IVORY TOHER AND THE PUBLIC DUMP 
" 

Not only does any given diction var,y according to genre 
(i.e. according to the effect the poet wishes to produce) 
and according to tone, but one scheme or structure of dict
ion ,·fill vary from another,' because of the different cuI t
ures from ~'Thich they spring • • • • It seems as if the 
poet's choice of diction is determined in part, at any 
rate, by the structure and prevailing ideologies of his 
society. If this is so, then the only diction which can 
be right for a modern poet is the sort of diction which 
his own society throws out, that i~ to say, the diction

I 
"YTe have already seen coming out of changes in fashion. 

In his essay, "Ulysses II (1923), Eliot \-Tri tes of lithe immense 

panorama of futility and anarchy which is contemporar,y history.11 2 

It is this panorama \-Thich is mirrored in the fragmented ,-Torld of 

"The l'laste Land"; and the i-Torld of the waste land is that i'Thich 

confronts the modern poet. The problems thai confronted Eliot are 

basically the same a's those whioh confronted Stevens, or indeed 

any man of sensibility living in modern, democratic America. The 

differenoe lies in the differing responses made by the two poets, 

in the very distinct "solutions" they offered to the modern di-

lemma. 

Before attempting to establish the effect of a particular 

culture on a poet's diction, it is necessar,y to discover the effect 

of that culture on the poet's personal ideology. In other words,' 

IDonald Davie, Purity of Diction in English Verse (London, 
1952), pp. 9-10. 

2'1' ~ S,.Eliot, IlUlysses, Order, and Myth!!, in t.r. Schorer, J. 
Mil~s, and G .M<~ckenzie, eds., Criticism: -The -Founda.tions of Mod_ern 
Liter=,ryJudgene~ (Ne'" York, 194e), pp. 269-'11. 

8 
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it is necessary to define, to a certain extent, the culture itself, 

and the problems it raises for the poet. v1allace Stevens does 

something of both in his essay "The Noble Rider and the Sound of 

Words". The passage is worth Quoting at length since it articu-

lates Stevens' awareness of several important 'aspects of contemp-

orary culture: 

The spirit of negation has been so active, so confident 
and so intolerant that the commonplaces about the romantic 
provoke us to "londer if our salvation, if the v.Jay out, is 
not the romantic. All the great things have been denied 
and we -live in an intricacy of new and local mythologies, 
political, economic, poetic, which are asserted with an 
ever-enlarging incoherence. This is accompanied by an ab
sence of any authority except force, operative or imminent. 
What has been called the disparagement of reason is an in
stance of the absence of authority • • • .' 
The enormous influence of education in giving everyone a 
little learning, and in giving large groups considerably 
more: something of history, something of philosophY, some
thing of literature; the expansion of the mid_dle class 
with its common preference for realistic satisfactions; 
the penetration of the masses of people by the ideas of 
liberal thinkers, even when th;:;.t penetration is indirect, 
as by the reporting of the reasons why people oppose the 
ideas they oppose, -- these are normal aspects of every
day life. The Ttray we live and the way vIe work alike cast 
us out on reality. • • • ''Ie are close together in every 
way. 1-[e lie in bed and listen to a broadcast from Cairo, 
and so on. There is no distance. We are intimate with 
people we have never seen and, unhappily, they are intim
ate 'iii th us. • • • The way we 1'lork is a good deal more di
fficult for the imagination than the highly civilized rev
olutionthat is occurring in respect to \vork indicates • 
• • • As for the workers, it is enoUf;h to say that the 
,'lord has grOim to be literary. They have become, at their
work, in the face of the machines, something approximating 
an abstraction (NA 17-19). 

In order to extract 11 coherent body of "doctrine" from 

Stevens' prose writings, it is necessary to painstakin.gly folloi-[ 

the course of an idea through a series of not wholly consistent 

treatments. Taking as a starting point the passage above, one 
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discovers a number of such "ideas ll with which stevens was pre-

occupied. The first concerns the defense of the romantic in an ~ 

unromantic age; the second concerns the nature of that age, in 

that.it is characterized by the absence of authority, and, ·if not 

directly alien to>-rards the imagination, it is hardly sympathetic. 
1..-/ 

In such an age the identity of the self is threatened. These are 

the basic points arising from this passage, but if these are the 

problems most directly. stated there are others as severe though 

implicit·-- the "absence of authority", for instance, implies pro-

.blems of belief and commitment. In addition to such primary con-

siderations, the above passage also indicates certain attitudes 

that are revealing in a personal as ,veIl as an artistic light. 

For instance, there is -- as there is, significantly, in Yeats and 
" 

Eliot -- an implied distaste for the middle class, ~r at least for 

their aspirations. I propose to look further at the most import-

ant of these points, beginning with what seems to me the most 

important of all -- the "spirit of negation" and the accomp.=mying 

"absence of authority. II 

When the myths and the gods are gone there is no frain8T,iork 

of belief, no transcendent authority; no longer are the 1'lords nin 

the script," instead. the mind must find ">-That will suffice" (Op 

239). The society in which Stevens lived -- indeed, present-day 

society -- was a sceptical one; it had lost the traditional be-

liefs and re~uired something to take their place. The response to 

this need came, as usual where there is no priest, from the artist, 

or more particularly for the purposes of this paper, from the poet. 
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As might be expected, there was no uniformity in proffered 

solutions. Yeats received A Vision as his own personal authority, 

claimed unity of being as the "solution ll to be strived for. Eliot 

saw the way to salvation of self through negation of self; this 

fragmented '"lorld is transcended through history and myth, vrhich are 

themselves eventually transcended, and so one reaches God's word. 

In fact, it seems that Eliot does not offer a cure for the ills of 

the culture so much as a way of opting out of the situation. As 

Roy Harvey Pearce points out, Eliot was not the first poet to dis-

cover a correlation bettreen the deficiency of American life and 

the deficiency of American poetry, but he 1-TaS the first >'Tho found 

himself unable to "conceive of anything immanent in that life which 

might remedy the defici~ncy.113 Stevens, on the other hand, turns 

to man himself, not for transcendence but for definition and limit-

ation for once man's powers were defined they could be fully real-

ized. In Stevens we have, to a certain degree, an example of de 

Tocqueville's poet in a democracy: "Scepticism • • • d raviS the im-

agination of poets back to earth, and confines them to the real 

and visible world." And a little later he adds: 111 am persuaded 

that in the end democracy diverts the imagination from all that is 

external to man, ar..d fixes it on man alone. ,A 

It was Stevens' confidenoe in the creative ability of man, 

3pearce, The Continuity of American Poetry, p. 305. 

4Alexis de Tocqueville, ~~mocracy in America, trans. Henry 
Reeve, ed. H.S.Commager, The World's Classics (London, I96I), pp. 
34I-42. 
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that is, in the imagination, that provided him with the basis for 

a theory of poetry and a theory of life. Deprived of the authority 

of the gods he turned to the authority of poetry and imagination 

and saw quite clearly their role and his own: "In an age of disbe

lief, or, what is the same thing, in a time that is largely human

istic, in one sense or another, it is for the poet to supply the 

satisfactions of belief, in his measure and in his style •••• It 

is ••• a spiritual Tole" (OF 206). Though one should not ignore 

the doubt and violence to be found in Ha~ium -- for instance, 

in "Domination of Black" (Cp 8) -- it is the confident, and often 

comic, celebration of the imaginative perception that establishes 

authority. And this confidence is, as I hope to show, exhibited 

very much by means of the diction. 

In stevens' poetry we find positive, felt landscapes in

stead of Eliot's grey alleys; it is not a question of what is or 

is not "true" but of the presence or absence of belief. Deprived 

of other authority Stevens turns to his ovm ime.gination, and to 

imaginative use of language so that the authority for his poems is 

the poems themselves: "Natives of poverty, children of malheur,/ 

The gaiety of language is our seigneurll (Cp 322). Though, as with 

responses to other aspects of the poetry, the response here was 

not clearly defined, there were some at least who immediately re

cognized this quality in Stevens: lIi'ie did not fail to exclaim ex

ci tedly over the emergence of a nevr poet Viho spoke as having auth

ori ty. But it vras a phenomenon for Hhich we co-uld not quite make 
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out the forward drift and destination, nor the antecedent history.1I5 

The "foT\vard drift and destination II does not become absol-

utely cleaX' until one reaches l1The Rock", for' the vlhole of Stevens' 

6 
work really comprises one grand poem. It is, howevex, possible to 

establish to ,some dBgree the drift of Harmonium in terms of the 

St~vens a~sthetic. The basis of this aesthetic ~s belief in the 

p01ver of the imagination; of the mind: "It the mind is a violence 

from within that protects us from a violence without. It is the 

imagination pressing back against the pressure of reality. It 

seems •• ' to have something to do with our self- preservation; 

and that, no doubt, is why the expression of it, the sound of its 

words, helps us to live our lives ll (NA 36). In the Stevens creed, 

where "God is a symbol for something that can as ,veIl take other 

forms, as, for example, the form of high poetryll (op 167), the im-

agination has the vitalizing force of the Holy Ghost, but with the 

important qualification that this force does not come from any 

transcendent source but is within 'every man. 

Stevens' statements on the imagination have been compared 

to those made by Coleridge and other "romantics"; much has been 

said of the debt he owes to Santayana, and others, in his formul-

ation of theories. It is true that there are definite points of 

5John Cro,ve Ransom, "The Planetary Poet H
, Kenyon Revievl, 

XXVI (~hnter,. 1964), 234. 

6The original projected title for Harmonium "\-TaS llThe Grand 
Poem: Preliminary Minutiae ll

; his Collected Poems '('las at one time to. 
be called "Thei'fhole of' Harmonium ll

• 
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comparison between Coleridge's writings on the imagination and 

Stevens' but Stevens does not by any meanr;; simply reproduce the Ro-

mantic theory. Col~i9:ge distinguished betvleen the "primary II imag- -

ination and the "secondarylt. The primary act of imagination is 

performed by every man when he "perceives" the ordinary, physical 

world, for in fact he half perceives the 1varld and half creates it. 

The act of the imagination at the secondary level is performed in 

the writing of poetry"and is of the same kind as the primary in its 

operation, though differing in intensity. This parallels Stevens' 

view" that every man is a poet in that every man is -- potontially, 

at least --a man of imagination. The poet, as we usually employ 

the term, is one who exercises his imagina ti ve pow"ers of perception 

more intensely and more self-consciously than others; this he does 

in order to Ithelp people live their lives", that is, to make them 

aware of the common denominator of mind/imagination in men. In po-

etry -- or at any rate, in Stevens' poetry -- the community is able 

to partake of the individual experience and so perhaps come to re-

alize the nature of their own individual perception. Stevens' im-

agination, then, has something in common with Coleridge's but there 
-

are important differences, the most important being Stsvens' denial 

of the Romantic poet's feeling that his imagination may be part of 

some larger imagination. Stevens, in fact, repudiates the trans- ...... / 

cendental and presents a theory of the imagination that is essent-

ially humanistic. 

Stevens did consider himself a romantic poet but within the 
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terms of his own definition. In a review of Marianne Moore's Sel

ected Poems he differentiates betl'leen the romantic in the. pejor...;· 

ative·sense which "merely connotes obsolescence". (and which he 

elsewhere refers to as a "failure of the imagination precisely as 

sentimentali ty is a failure of feeling" (NA 138),,) and' the romantic 

in its other sense, llmeaning always the living and at the same 

time the i~aginative, the youthful,the delicate and a variety of 

things., •• •• " (OP 2,5I) In this latter sense the romantic !lcon

sti tutes the vi tal element in poetry. It is absurd to 'l'Tince at 

being called a romantic poet. Unless one is that, one is not a 

poet at all •• It means, now-a-days, an uncommon intelligence. 

15 

It means in a time like our own of violent feelings, equally viol

ent feelings and the most skilful expression of the genuine~t (OP 

251-2·) • 

Stevens' definition of the romantic, therefore, is a virt

ual equation of the romantic with the imagination, or ~ather the 

imagination in a vital engagement with reality. It is yet another 

instance of Stevens' seeing things in. terms of his two greatest 

preoccupations -- imagination and reality. It is a'definition 

that allows him to class Eliot, for instance, as a romantic p~et 

because he "incessantly revives the past and creates the future!l 

(OP 252). It is a definition that allOYTs him to class all good 

poets as romantics in varying degrees. 

Stevens is a romantic poet because he is concerned w'i th 

the vi tal TtTorkirigs of imagination upon reality. One thinks, often 

pejoratively, of a romantic poet as one who lives in an ivory 
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tower of the imagination, detached from reality. But that is the 

obsolete definition as far as Stevens is concer'ned; for him there 

can be no such complete detachment: "He the romantic happens to 

be one vlho still dVlells in em ivory tower, but who insists that 

life would be intolerable except for the fact that one has, from 

the top, suc-h an exceptional vie\-v of the public dump and the ad-

vertising signs of Snider's Catsup, Ivory Soap and Chevrolet Cars; 

he is the hermit who dwells alone vIi th the sun and moon, but insists 

on taking a rotten ne~~spaper" (op 256). He is one who uses the 

imagination not as a complete refuge from reality but as a means 

to view-it. 

I have already indicated Stevens' habit of vievring most 

things in terms of the imagination and reality. Though professed-

ly wary of definitions, he has \'[ri tten at length on the nature of 

the imagination and its relation to reality. In his essay, "Imag-

ination as Value" (NA 133), Stevens states that one must distin-

guish between "the imagination as metaphysics and as a' pO"l'ler of the 

mind over external objects, that is to say, realitylt (NA 136). 

Quoting from Cassi!er's An Essay on Man, he explains the first as 

coming from a sense of the transcendental >;vh~rein: "The true poem 

is not the .-lork of the individual artist; it is the universe i t

self, the one work of art \'Thich is forever perfecting itself .,,7 

Referring to the second type of imagination he further defines 

7 '.-
K. Casslrer, .An -Ess1:-.y: ,on -Man, quoted by Stevens, The Nec-

~ry Angel, p. 136. 
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lIexternal objects" as works of art -- the sculptures of Michelan-

gelo, British public buildings, the Jesuit church at Lucerne --

"where-one might so easily pass from the real to the visionary 

without consciousness of change"(NA 137). The second is, as Ridd-

el points out, "the work of the artist every day, or even of the 

self every conscious moment."B 

Stevens, of course, eschews the transcendental aspect of 

the first; the reference to "uorking of the universe" he treats as 

the irrelevant romantic which must be cleansed from the imagin-

ation since it serves only to emasculate it (NA 138). The imag-

ination as metaphysics is the im2,gination of life but the imagin-, 

ation as a pOl-ver of min~ over externa1 objects is the imagination 

of art. The value of the tl'lO is different: "In life \'That is im-

portant is the truth as it is, while in arts and letters wh8.t is 

important is the truth as ,-re see i til (NA 147). Stevens allows 

that the operation of imagination in life, that is, the ime,gina-

tion as metaphysics, is more significant than, its operation in 

arts and letters. He also points out that the former is much _ 

more varied tha!) the latter: It ••• \V'hen we think of the permea-

tion of a man's life by the imagination, \ie must not think of it 

as a life permeated by a single thing but by a class of things" 

(~~ 144). Such a mul tiplici ty of functions 2S served' by the imag-

ination in life -- for instance, Stevens cites costume as an ex-

ample of lJiniaginative life as social formlJ (NA 146) -- makes it 

8J.N.Riddel, The Clairvoyant Eye (Baton Rouge, 1965), p.30 



difficult to define precisely the value of this imagination. In 

arts and letters, on the other hand, its value is aesthetic. 

Stevens goes on to say that insofar as l"e can delineate 

these two spheres of imagination at all '"e can talk about the val

ues relative to each, and so, of the excursion of values beyond 

their spheres. Thus the ethical or moral values usually thought 

of in relation to life are sometimes applied to arts and letters, 

as, for instance, by the Victorians. A corollary of this type of 

"excursion of values" is the fact that "there can be lives in 

which the value of the imagination is the same as its value in 

arts and letters ll
, the example given being the life of the phil

osopher, Santayana (NA .148). l{hen the poet tries to define the 

intrinsic, intuitional value of the poetic'imagination he does so, 

in part, by identifying it with the imagination that permeates 
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our Ii ves. Thus, though Stevens clcdmed earlier that the value of, 

the imagination in arts and letters is aesthetic, it must carry 

with it some of the values of the imagination in life. The poet 

is man as well as artist and "the mind turns to its own creations 

and examines them, not alone from the aesthetic point of Viei'l, 

but for whcd they ~eveal, for ,,,hat they validate and invalidate, 

for the support they give" (op 159). 

The difficulties Stevens has in defining ths imagination 

poetic or otheTI'fise -- are inherent in the concept itself; " • 

• • the imagination changes as the mind changes" (NA 151) so that 

there are many different types of imc,gina tion .. Ii thin the class of 
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. imagination. For instance, Stevens differentiates between imagin

~ations engaged by different ideologies just as he differentiates 

betl'Teen Dutch, Hindu, Japanese and Chinese im.sginations (!TA 143). 

"The imagination is the pOi-ler of the mind over the possibilities 

.of things; but if this constitutes a certain single characteristic, 

it is the source not of a certain single value but of as many val

ues as reside in the possibilities of things" (NA ,136). 

Stevens is, hOI'lever, emphatic and clear on certain char

acteristics of the imagination. When Stevens speaks simply of 

lithe imagination" he is referring to the imagination as it perme

ates life and this is his subject rather than merely "poetic" im

agination, though any strong distinction between the two seems art

ificial: "I,i terature is the better part of life. To this it seems 

inevitably necessary to add, provided life is the better part of 

literature!! (op 158). Imagination here is very much akin to Col

eridge's "primaryfl imagination, as I have mentioned -- half per

ceptive, half creative -- with the difference that in Stevens the 

greatest stress is on perception: II ••• the imagination is the 

power that enables us to perceive the normal in the abnormal, the 

opposite of chaos in chaos" (NA 153). He further defines the im

agination as "the faculty by which we import the unreal into what 

is real, its value is the value of the "lay of thinking by which 

vie project the idea of God into the idea of man" (NA 150). 

In other 1fords, when we perceive imaginatively it is as if 

We could see, in Platonic terms, the ideal forms of things instead 
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of the apparently disconnected multiplicity of objects in the "re-

alII world. This kind of perception, and a prompting of others to 

the same, is basic in Stevens' poetry. He attempts to do what 

Ezra Pound i-ras said to have done in his poem, "Heather" : "A Russ-

ian correspondent, after having called it a symbolist poem, and 

having been convinced that it ,-ras not symbolism, said slowly: 'I 

see, you wish to give people neW eyes, not to ma,ke them see some 

new particular thing. ,.,,9 This point has particular "direct relev-

ance to the poetry i-Ti th which I shall deal in my next chapter. 

For the moment it is sufficient to stress that the value of imag-

inative perception is the strongest single factor in Stevens' wri-

ting and his personal response to his age. Instead of simply mir-

roring the fragments he offered the clue to unity, the way to see 

order in chaos: "What I desire to stress is that there is a unity 

rooted in the individuality of objects and discovered in a differ-

ent 1-ray fror.J. the apprehension of rational connections" (OP 237). 

Hart Creme once i-Trote of "The \v.aste Land ": "It ivas good, of course, 

but so damned dead."IO It was "dead" because Eliot could not see 

anything within that land itself of possible redemptive value 

whereas Stevens recognized the power of the im~gination. 

It is possible that such a view mi~ht be labelled as esc-

apist and as ignoring "reality". One should realize, hm-rever, 

9Ezra Pound, Gaudier-Brzeska (London, I9I6), p. 98. 

10 Hart Crane, The Let.t':::'J:'.s __ o_f .. Hart Crano: 1916-1932, ed. 
Brom Weber (Berkeley and L08 Angeles, 1965), p. 105. 
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t.hat had stevens ever "escaped" there would be no pootry, for it is 

the constant struggle to achieve the right relation bet'iTeen imag-

ination and reality that is the subject and motivating force of his 

poetry. Nevertheless, Stevens did admit to being an escapist but 

ggain only within the terms of his own definition, and again it is· 

a definition formulated in terms of the imagination and reality. 

In· his essay "The Noble Rider and the Sound of Words!! (NA 3), Stev':" 

ens notes certain observations made by Charles Mauron preparatory 

to his own comments on escapism. These observations are: 

• •• that the artist transforms us into epicures; that he 
has to discover the possible work of art in the real iv-orld, 
then to extract it, when he does not himself compose it 
entirely; that he is ~ amoureux perpetuel of the vTorld 
th!'1t he contemplates and thereby enriches; that art sets 
out to express the human soul; and finally that everything 
like a firm grasp of. reality is eliminated from the aesth
etic field: With these aphori.sms in mind, hovi is it poss
ible to condemn escapism? The poetic process is psychol
ogically an escapist process. 'l'he chatter about escapism 
is,. to my 'flay of thinking, merely common cant. My mm re
marks about resisting or evading the pressure of reality 
mean escapism, if Enalyzed. Escapism has a pejorative 
sense which it cannot be supposed that I include in the 
sense in Iv-hich I use the IvOrd. The pejorative sense app
lies where the poet is not ELttached to reality, VThere the 
imagination does not adhere to reality, which, for my part, 
I regard as fund2mentalo • • • the poet • • • oreates the 
world to Iv-hich ive turn incessantly and .. d thout knowing it 
and • • 0 he gives to life the supreme fictions ,d thout 
which we are unable to conceive of it. (NA 30-31) 

The poet, then, must both resist the pressure of reality 

and also ensure that his imagination ·adheres to reality. "Recll ty 

is things as they are •.• • 0 not that external scene but the life 

that is lived in it" (NA 25). 'l'he pressure of reality is lithe. pre-

ssure of an external event or events on the consciousness to the 
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exclusion of any pO':ier of contemplation" (NA 20). The poet must be 

aware of reality but not ovenvhelmed by it; his poetry should con

sist of a co-equal interdependence of imagination and reality. 

This he achieves by abstracting reality. into his imagination for 

.reali ty, like di vini ty in "Sunday Morning" (Cp 66), must live wi th

in' oneself. This reality is a true and heightened reality and is 

the one the poet· is constantly trying ot discover. It is the "po

etry of the central", lithe supreme fiction" to ~vhich Stevens is 

continually vTorking. It is ~"hat he refers to as "the second theory 

of poetI"J" l1"hich "relates to the imagination as a power ~'fi thin him 

(the poet] to have such insights into reality as will make it poss

ibie for him to be sufficient as a poet in the very centre of con-

sciousness. This results . . • in a c8!ltral poetry" (NA 115).· 

Contrasting this vii th the "first theory of poetry" wherein the poet 

feels his imagination to be part of a larger, more potent imcgina

tion which he must try to reach, where the poet is a mystic progr

essing from one mysticism to another, Stevens defines the "adherents 

of the central" as· also mystics to begin with -- "But all their de

sire and all their ambition is to press away from mysticism toward 

that ultimate good sense Ivhich we term civilization" (NA 116). Ag

ain and again in Stevens one comes back to the point that what mat

ters is not man's relationship with some vague transcendental being, 

but rather the poet's relationship with his vTorld and his central 

position in it. The poet's concern is to explore and know this 

world, for when he can define his relation tOl'lards it he can define 
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himself. Poetry is a means of exploration" a "faY towards defini t.:.. 

ion; like religion, it has to "mediate for us a reality not our-

selves" (op 238). 

In his concern ,vi th the self Stevens is quite definitely in 

an American tradition, vThat Roy Harvey Pearce calls the Adamic trad-

ition as opposed to the mythic Hith Eliot given as an example of 

the latter. Pearce defines the neVI Adamic protagonist -- "nevl tl be-

cause he is re-affirming the poetics of the Emersonian tradition --

as one vTho is tl no longer much concerned about >v'ho ma,de him and to 

"That end. His abiding concern is vTi th what he can make, his ow'n 

creatio~s -- as at once objects and acts: in epistemological lang-

uage, as subjects. No longer . . . does he work with an assurance 

that there is ultimately some, transcendental rationale for his com-

pulsion to egocentrism; if there is a transcendent reality, he can 

concei ve of it only in his Olm image and know it only as his mm 

c~eation."II The self is brought to the fore in several ways, not 

only by the belief in the "redemptive" value of man's imagination 

but-by the extraordinary self-consciousness of the poet and by the 

individuality of style. 

In attending to the ~uestion of self Stevens is attending 
, . 

to a problem basic in his time. He does not generally concern him-

self, in his poetry, with the surface issues of predominantly soc-

ial problems such as th~ depression but .vi th the deeply rooted 

II Pearce, The Con!~nuity of American Poet~, p. 377. 
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problem of identity. Referring to man in this "modern" situation, 

Frederick Roffman writes: 

• • • man had consciously to attend to the task of provid
ing' from vIi thin himself surrogate gU2rantors of his o"m 
continuity. If he could believe in nothing but himself as 
the experiencer of himself, he has either to solve the 
problem of his o''ln continuance or to risk the menace of 
his ceasing to -continue. This "dreadful responsibility" 
involved him in related questions: ~s to the degree and 
quali ty of experienced moments; the po''ler of the mind to 
image these moments; the possibility that they, or some of 
them, served powerfully as signs of an improvised univers
alIty in experience; and the relationship of experience to 
memory, of time-saturated instants to unconscious reserves 
of the past. Dominating over the matter of these questions 
was the all-inclusive one of self-identity. One had to 
make a substance from an insubstantial flux of sensation 
in time; \'I'hich is another way of saying that man had to 
will transcendence, though he apparently did not need to 
will either a metaphor or a 'myth to sustain tre.nscendence 
in history. He might simply say: I exist in terms cif the 
experience'of existing and I will that this experience con
tinue from moment to moment, in which case, the problem of 
continuity persists from moment to moment and excites the 
consciousness into an extraordinary alertness to the needs 
of id ent ity .12 

The "surrogate guarantor" of continuity which Stevens found ,d thin 

himself and which he believed held true for others was the imagin-

a'tion. He makes a substance from "an insubstantial flux of sens-

at ion" by taking that flux into himself and transforming it into 

the rhythms and forms of his Oim sensi bili ty. This is achieved by 

the operation of the imagination; imagination encompasses reality; 

the self is married to its .vorld and so becomes continuous wi th 

its flow of events. Identity and duration of self come from the 

discoverable relationship of self with a vital, not static world. 

'12 F.J.Hoffman, The Mortal No: Death and the Modern Imagin-
ation (New.Jersey, I964),.p, 347. .. -._. 



The constancy discovered is ·the constCincy of the imagination as' 

process. 

• e- • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

Divinity must live within herself: 
Passions of rain, or moods in falling snow; 
Grievings in loneliness, or unsubdued 
Elations,when the forest blooms; gusty 
Emotions on wet roacls on auturnll nights; 
All pleasures and all pains, remembering 
The bough of summer and the winter branch. 
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These are the measures d6stined for her sou1.(CP67) 

"Transcendence" and Jlultimate things" are, for Stevens, to be found 

in the self and are discoverable by the workings of the imagination 

upon reality. He realizes that the pleasures of time and change 

are dependent upon time and change -- not on a concept of eternity 

-- and so does not try to negate them. He does not ignore the pro-

blem of mortality but sees it as heightening one's aw'areness of the 

present'. 

These views are articulated mainly in Stevens' later writ-

ings and they represent his most fully worked-out theory of'poetry, 

and incidentally justify the stress he placed upon poetry as an in-

tegral part of our lives. I feel it is necessCiry to be aware of 

Stevens' theories, even when it is mainly the early poetry thQt is 

under review -- I can see no particular virtue in ignoring the val-

ue of hindsight -- but in order to clarify the perspective on the 

early poems there are one or two qualifications that should be made 

vii th reference to \'That has already been said. One relates to lithe 

poets of the imagin&-tion" and lithe poets of the central"; the 13,tt-

er is ;'That St8vens finally adheres to and ."hile I believe "the po-

etry of the central" is &-t lea,st in vievl at times in Hc,rmonium" it 
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must be admitted that in his early poetry Stevens conceives of ~~-

osition betl'Teen imagination and reality as bftcm, if not more, as 

he conceives of them existing in co-sCiual interdependence. That is, 

his imagination tends at times nqt to adhere to reality; indeed, he 

flaunts it as arrogantly and sometimes as ridiculously as Crispin. 

There still remain, however, a considerable number of poems where 

the sale authority of imagination is questioned, for instance, in 

"To the One of the Fictive Music" (cp 87). 

The second point concerns the self and its world. I have 

said that "That Stevens seeks is a marria,ge of the self and its 

1I'1orld. This does apply to the early poetry in that one of Stevens 

primary concerns is to define the relation betl-leen the self and its 

world, but the stress is rather more on the individual than on the 

relationship (and in the early poetry, too, it is the individual 

rather than man), corresponding to the early inbalance tm'lards im-

agination rather than reality. The self is not always clearly de-

fined in ~arm~~i~. There good deal of doubt and hesitation, 

more than perhaps is first apparent. Sometimes the self contains 

the ,,[arId, sometimes it contains him. Such doubt seems natural in 

the first stages ofdef~ning a p-ersonal philosophy Emd a personal 

poetic. Stevens, like Yeats, was continually making a self in his 

poetry; that this self changes in some 1I'Tays bet"l,een Harmonium and 

"The Rock" is hardly surprising. But there is no total vol te-fEwe. 

In the be~inning he perceives the. world in a peculiarly individu&l 

way by means of the imagina.tion; this peculiarly individual percep-
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tion -- manifest .in a distinctly individual style -- defines a pe

culiarly individual self. This is a limited function of the imag

ination but an important one; the discovery of this functio~ has to 

be made before one can go on to discover, as stevens did in his lat-

er "Jork, that lithe imagination becomes a part of total consciousn.". 

ess, operative not only in the discovery of novelty, but in realiz

ing one's identity w-ithin the flow of ordinary events."I3 

.Harmonium is the first 'step tOvlCuds the discovery of iden

tity and as such exhibits certain qualities which permeate stevens' 

I'Thole vTork as w'ell as some that are outgrm'iTn. .For instance, the 

extraordinary self-consciousness 'iTe find in this volllille persists 

through successive volumes. It is by no means peculiar to stevens, 

indeed it seems rapidly to be developing into a genre of modern 

poetry,' but Stevens does seem to display it more than most, both as 

style and subject. In this characteristic' he is very much in the 

idiom of his time so that his "fork is scarcely c~s "detached" as 

some would have it. He sees no'necessity to write solely about the 

public dump in order to demonstrate his concerD lifi th reality; the 

reality with which he is concerned must be an integral part of self. 

I'lhen asked: "Are you sympatheti'c to the current tendency toward 

what may be called 'li terary nc:. tionalism' -- a renevfed emphe.sis, 

largely uncritical on the specifically 'American' elements in our 

culture?1I Stevens gave a reply indicative of his· poetic stance 

generally: "I don't believe in factitious Americanism. An American 

I3Riddel, The Clairvoyant Eye, p. 29. 



has to be an American because there is nothing else for him to be 

and a.lso. I hope, because it Vlould not matter if there was.- Even 

so, 1 believe in forgetting about it_except as a quality, a sav

our. 1I14 Stevens is, most definitely, a poet of his time and of 

his country; his poems do not tell one- this, they are it. Some 

people have been only too ready to ignore the personal ideology 
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which informs these poems, or have recognized only Stevens' alleg-

iance to the imagination, when- it is, in fact, essential to recog-

nize his aw"areness of reality and of the problems of his age. 

1~'lallace Stevens, quoted by J.J .Enck, i-lelle,ce Stevens: 
Images and Judgements (Carbondale, 1964), pp. 15-16. 



THE LANGUAGE OF HARMONIUM 

Style as Self 

In the midst of the continual movement which agitates a 
democratic community the tie \"lhich unites one genera,tion 
to another is relaxed or broken •••• ,It is not only 
confidence in this or that man whinhis destroyed, but the 
taste for trusting the ipse dixit of any man vJhatsoBver. 
Every one shuts himself up in his own breast, and affects 
from that point to judge the v[orld. I 

The poet reveals himself and his judgement of the vlorld, 

to a certain extent at least, in his style. As I said earlier, a 

unique style manifests a unique perception ivhich in turn defines 

a unique self. A corollary of, this is the point that "Stylistic 

values are a fairly clear indication of self-evaluE.tion. ,,2 The 

self -,- and 'therefore personal values -- is realized and affirmed 

in style. I stress this point because it seems to me that the 

most fruitful approach to Stevens' complexity of language is to be 

made in these terms. It is by no means an approach that fits only 

Stevens; for instance, the joy and delight in uniqueness of self 

that "one finds in the ividely divergent vTorks of Cummings and Tra-

heme is expressed largely through the styie rather than any "int-

erior ll concepts. Obviously this quality of style is not limited 

---- - - ------------
IAlexis de Tocqueville, Democracy in Am6rica, trans. Henry 

Reeve, ed. H.S.Commager (London, 1961);' '-p-:--2
4

§6-'---

2 
F.J.Hoffman, The Mortal No (New Jersey, 1964), p.36I. 
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to poetry. One need onJ.y look at one of the most famous modern 

exponents of a personal style to verify that: IIHemingway's style 

is ••• a direct consequence of an experience with violence, 

which shocked him out of all love of elaborate rhetoric. The de-

liberate underplaying of significance, the avoidance of what he 

called 'spiritual faking', his nominalistic concern for experiment-

ial minima, are all a product of his felt need to improvise in 

terms of direct exposure to the 'thing seen' and 'what changes 

after that' •••• This style may be defined as the exposition of 

reality i'lithout either ce"remonial or philosophical mitigation. 1I3 

The reaction may n"ot alw"ays be as directly mi"rrored in the style 

as it is in Hemingway's but there must alvmys be some degree of 

correlation betlveen how a man sees and judges and hOld he" speaks. 

I am aware that such a statement is virtually a truism but the 

fact -remains that few people have tried to examine Stevens' style 

from this point of view, or if they have it has generally been in 

a superfici~l and undiscriminating way (with the notable exceptions 

of Marianne Moore and R.P.Blackm]lr), ignoring the range of Stevens' 

style as well as its relation to personal values. A good many pe-

ople have, it is true, set about defining those values but have 

not often examined their expression in the style, as opposed to 

the content OI the poems. 

The reference made above to Hemingway's style is not 

3 " 
Hoffman, The Mortal No, p. 361. 
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purely gratuitous. I quote Hoffman's definition to give some idea 

of specific relations between personal environment and style and 

also to emphasize the fact that the pressures and voids of the mod-

ern environment caused many men of sensibility to search for the 

terms of man I s relationship to his vTo:rld. The definitions of "re_ 

ali tytl vary, there are different opinions as to w-hat is- -- if there 

is -- "the substance in-us that prevails" (CP 13) but the motivation 

is basically the same. 

In Harmonium -- remembering the earlier _qualification con-

cerning "poets of the imagination" and "adherents of the central"--

the supreme value posited by stevens and manifest in his style is 

the value of the imagination, or more precisely, imaginative per-

ception. The transmission of such a value is, as far as Stevens is 
- -

concerned, one of the chief aims of a poet: 

What is there about a book of first poems that immediately 
interests us? For one thing, it is possible that we are 
going to become aware that the people in the world, and the 
objects in it, and the world as a whole, are not absolute 
things, but, on the contrary, are the phenomena of percept
ion~ In short, it is possible that anew poet is that spe
cial per80n at our elbow with his special, even extraordin-

. ary perception • • • • Since the perception of life is 
life itself, a book containing th~ first poems of a poet 
neW to us has a: natural. and intense attraction. (op 266-7) 

"The perception of life is life itself" therefore what v1e get in 

poetry, if we are lucky, is life itself, and the ~magination acting 

upon reality is a life-force. Reading a poem that reveals this im-

aginative perception one experiences that act of perception; there 

is a sort of transference I'Thereby liThe poet seems to confer his 

identity on the reader" (op 158). Witness, for instance, the exper~ 



ience contained in (and in the reading of) a poem like "Tattoo": 

The light is like a spider. 
It crawls over the vlater. 
It crawls over the edges of the snov[. 
It cravrls under your eyelids 
And spreads its webs there -
Its tl'JO lwbs. 

The v[ebs of your eyes 
Are fastened 
To the flesh hnd bones of you 
As to rafters or grass. 

There arB filaments of your eyes 
On the surface of the water, 
And in the edges of the snow. (cp 81) 
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The experience in the poem itself is of perception, or more partic-

ularly, the tactile experience of light involved in the act of see-

ing. Usually we conceive of light only as a means of all0i1ing us 

to perceive objects when in fact we have to experience the impact 

of light itself before '"Ie can do this. 

In describing -- or almost reproducing this experience 

in the poem, Stevens first compares the light, in simple statement, 

to a spider. This image is expanded in terms of the spidery patt-

ems of light on water and on snow -- notice the' precision of 

"edges" of the snow, the angles of drifts, perhaps, or even the 

edges of the crystals themselves that catch the light. The cr8il-

iug movement of the light is in keeping l-ri th the spider image but 

it is also under the auspices of the title. Titles, with Stevens, 

are an integral part of the poem and here the title, both by its 

meaning and by its onomatopoeic effect, suggests the prickling, 

tracing effect of light on the lids and on the retina. 
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The spider image -- ahlays vli th the undercurrent of the 

tattoo -- is continued in the mention of webs; when one closes 

one's eyes after looking at light one sees such a pattern. 'Then, 

simply by qualifying "1vebs" ,vi th "two" the progression is made to 

the next stc'.llza and the tvlO eyes. The vrebs- become the finely-

etched, text-book tissue that binds the eyeball to the socket, so 

that by the third stanza the webs are complete and the light envel-

ops eyes, sno~l, ,'later. The pattern has been traced in the poem i t-

self; one is reminded -of those diB-grams that ShO~'1 hOliT we perceive, 

-with finely.:..drmvn lines bet,vecm the observer's eye and the object. 

The effect is of a very definite relation behleen observer and ob-

served; by virtue of perception we are involved in the world -- or 

it is involved in us. 

This poem fully exhibits the value of imaginative percep-

tion; the poet discovers an experience that is in itself 6xtraord~ 

inary. He does not show anything that vias not already there, he 

simply reveals. Because the extraordinary quo.li ty is inherent in 

the experience he does not over-burden the subject with grcmdiose 

terms but achieves his effect rather by understatement. "By att-

empting not to set up a tone the tone of truth is secured for sta-

tements literally false. Fairy tales and Mother Goose use the 

same languag~·. ,,4 

R.P.Blackmur has also pointed out that lithe strong sensual 

4R•P .Blackmur, "Examples of l'lallace StEvens", in his IJang
uage as Gesture (London, 1954), p. 2}2. 
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quality of the poem is defined w'i thout the use of a single sensual 

"lord", 5- but omits to say how it is defined. 1 Ivould agree that 

there are no strongl;y sensual 110rds in the poem but. would maintain 

that Icrm1Is", especially \-Then repeated almost successively, has a 

certain sensual quality, as does "spreads". But mainly the sensual 

quality -is, 1 think, achieved syntactically. There is a SlNI 

sensually slow -- progression coming out of the first, static end

stopped line.' The second line, also end-stopped, introduces a 

SlOI'Tly active verb; this verb (always vii th a preposition, so that 

. movement or.progression is stressed) is then repeated in a slightly 

longer line, and repeated again in.a line that is not brought to 

an end until, vrith the introduction of "spreads", the movement in

itiated by IIcrawls" stops, literally and syntactically, in the tTN"O 

webs. The sensuousness continues in the ·slow movement and also, 

after that first stanza if not before, "Te are experiencing .. ,hat the 

poet experienced and it needs only the slightc;st suggestion of 

what is happening -- "The ,,'ebs of your eyes/Are fastened to the 

flesh and bones of you" -- to make us provide the complementary 

sensual reaction. 

This poem is, if only in miniature, an example of Stevens' 

intent "To live in the world but outside existing conceptions of it" 

(OF 164). He,. brings nothing to that Iv-orld that is not already 

there but rather sees it through nei'T eyes and is therefore able to 

give in his poetry a sense of the Vividness of life. A corollary 

5Blackmur, Langu&ge as Gesture, p.232. 
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of this value of imaginati VB perception is the value of ne1mess: 

"Newness (not novelty) may be the highest individu&.l value in poet-

ry. - Even in the meretric:0us sense of newness a nm., poetry has 

value II (op 177). This embraces not only a nei'T ,fay of seeing things 

but also a new mode of expression. An aspect of the Ilnei'mess of 

vision is the perception of relations betvreen apparently unrelated 

objects in fact, the unifying faculty of the imagination: "A 

man and a vroman/Are one./A man and a "loman and a blackbird/Are oneil 

(cp 93). 

The nevlness of expression- involves the ",iri ting [of] an ex-

isting language as if it were their the good poets' min invent;.. 

ion. 1I6 Several poets have, of course, tried to achieve this, some 

being more extreme than others. A notable example. is E.E.Cummings 

who has achieved a considerable amount of success but who, I feel, 

-
fails in the final analysis because his invention often becomes 

too private. Roy Harvey Pearce offers this analysis of Cummings' 

technique: 

1961) , 

More and more Cummings has come to refine his technique by 
trying literally to rescue language "from the discursive, 
analytiC abstractness that threatens to de&.den it •••• 
He he,S not so much tried to give lif-e to Hords but to their 
gramm&.tical-syntactic&.l context: to give life not "to the 
subst&.nce of &. sentence but to its structure. Thus he has 
wrenched words out of their regular grammatical and SYil

tactical functions, more closely to make them the means of 
expressing the vi tal functions of the mGn and 'tTOmen i'Those 
experience they ar~ to body forth.7 

"6R.P.Bl&.ckmur, Le.nguage as Gesture, p. 221. 

7 R.H .Pearce, The Conttnui -g._o.! Americ&.n Poetry (Ne1-f Jersey, 
p. 363., 
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Cummings achieves originality p~rhaps, but it is limited 

and not ahrays comprehensible since really it has no referent ex-

cept-himself. Though stevens has been accused, with some justific-

ation, of obscurity and though ultimately the authority for his 

poems lies -within the poems themselves, yet his language is lIaccess-

ible"-to us since he is scrupulously faithful to the dictionary 

meanings of words. He re-vitalizes language by just this fidelity 

and by the different combinations of "'lords used in their precise 

meaning: 

• • • when each vTOrCl has dcfini ts character the combinations 
cannot, avoid uniqueness •••• Though the combination of 
"l'Tords is unique it is read " if the reader knO"lS his \vords 
either by usage or dictionary, with a shock like that of 
recognition. The recognition is not limited, however, to 
what was already knm1n in the Ivards; there is a perception 
of something previously unknovlll, something new -w-hich is a 
result of the combination of the vrords, something which is 
Ii terally eill access of knolvledge. Upon the poet's skill in 
combining vlords as much as upon his private feelings, de
pends the importance or the value of the knoivledge. 8 

In much of Cummings' writing one has the impression that 

not only is there little common ground through l'Thich the reader can 

come to the knot'lledge in the poem but that there is little knovrledge, 

only private feelings which are sometimes communicated by the rhy-

thms. In-some of his less extreme poems the humour and satire are 

successfully communicated to a certain degree but too often his 

novelty lacks 'discipline -- a lack of adherence to reality, perhaps 

-- so that one finds in some of his poems only a surface. Stevens, 

8 R.P.Blackmur, Language as Gesture, p.222. 
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in "Adagia", noted these 1'Tords of Cummings': "Bringing out the mus-

ic of the eccentric sounds of w·ords is no different in principle 

from-bringing out their form and eccentricities", and made this 

comment of his ovm: "language as the material of poetry not its 

mere medium or instrument" (pp 171). Stevens himself uses language 

in this way but for him the poetry of 1-lOrds is only one of the po-

etries of the Doem while for Cummings it comes close to being the 
£ . 

only, or at least primary, pO€3try. Stevens uses lE'.nguage imaginat

i vely to re-form the w·orld, not only language .As far as he is con

cerned "Novelty must be inspired l1 (op 238) and not merely exist for 

its own sake; the "something said II - and the '.'my of _ saying it are 

both important. TIThe form derives its· significance from the l'lhole. 

Form heW no significance except in relation to the reality that is 

being revealed l1 (op 237) -- a revelation of reality achieved by the 

saying of something in a special way. 

I shall say more of Stevens' special way with I'JOrds later 

in this chapter. So far I have b€3en concerned to show some of the 

values revealed through style: the value of the self unique in its 

particular perception, the value of imagination as expressive of 

the flo1-ring vi tE'.li ty of the w·orld, the value of newness. These, 

and others, are the functions of a poetry that tries to give back 

to the 1-[orld IJThe imagination that we spurned and crave" (Cp BS). 

Before going on to the more particular aspects of style, it 

l'fQuld perhaps be as well, after claiming style as an affirmation of 

self, to make some brief comment on Stevens' impersonality. The 
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description of stevens' poetry as impersonal has been applied main

ly to his later writing but there are many who think it e'lually 

apparent in Harmonium. This charge has not been levelled because 

the poems lack a voice ~- almost every poem in Harmonium is spoken 

by "I" or .some singular persona as opposed to the 'later "third per

son" poems -- but rather because the voice seems to lack emotion • 

. This is a result of Stevens' vi6lVl of reality and of his self-aware

ness. For Stevens, man's most essentially human characteristic, 

that is, the characteristic which defines the self most certainly, 

is his mind, hiG imagination. Imagination, especially in art, has 

the power of insight into a special kind of reality and it is this 

kind of insight, not emotion, which for Stevens lies at the centre 

of aesthotic experience (see OF 238). The presentation of this re

ality is likely to arouse emotions but does not itself consist of 

or depend upon them. So that Ivhile Stevens' poetry may appear im

personal at times because it is not clothed with the tones of emot

ion that we usually consider most indicative of the human, it is 

really intensely personal simply bGcause it depends upon -- and 

often isolates -- that 'luali ty in man vThich defines the individual. 

This Quality of imagination sometimes appears to be present

ed very objectively, so heightening the impression of "impersonal

ityll. This is the result of stevens' self-consciousness. One is 

a1fare in many of the poems not simply of a poet perceiving but of 

a poet wa,tching himself percei VB, studying his mm act of mind. 

This is because his gre2.test conCern is with pastry (in Stevens I 
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non-literary sense of the Hord), with the establishment of the pro-

per relation between imagination and reality. The process of ob-

s8!ving oneself, in any man nf intelligence and sensibility, is 

bound to lead to self-examination and, in self-defence, to a certain 

amount of irony and detachment. This happens especially iihen one 

comes to doubt, as stevens dogs at times in Harmonium, the power of 

one IS oV.m creed, when the celebration of the imagination seems per-

haps, af~ it does at times in Crispin, so much pompous bombast. 

But if one still doubts that most of the poems in Harmonium 

are, in their v.ray; intensely personal and self-affirmative one need_ 

only comp&.re them Hi th Stevens I poems written ivhen he was an under-

graduate at Harvard. These poems are generally, as Joseph Riddel 

has pointed out, writt~n in a public rather than a personal style. 9 

Though Robert But·tel has discovered some connections bet,vesn the 

Harvard 1vri tings (especially in the themGs and personae of the short 

10 stories) and the poetry which appeared some fourteen years later, 

there seems little in this early poetry that gives indication of 

the later personal style. 

For the most part the H2.rv::lrd poems seem indistinguishable 

from any other second rate poetry of the nineties, the diction us-

ed is depressingly conventional. This is apparent in "Vita Mea", 

9J.N.Riddel, The Clairvoyant Eye (Baton Rouge, 1965), p.54. 

10 Robert Buttel, "\1allac8 ~)tsvens at Harvard: Some Origins 
of his Theme and Style ll

, in R.H.Pearce and J .H.l-iiller, eds., The 
Act of fuind (Baltimore, 1965), pp. 29-57. 



for instance, the second of stevens' poems to appear in the Harv-

ard Advocate (December 12th, 1898) 

With fear I trembled in the House of Life, 
Hast'ning from door to door, from room to room, 
Seeking a 1my from that impenetrable gloom 
Against vThose walls my strength lay \Veak from strife, 
All dark! All dark! And what sweet wind v!aS rife 
1{ith earth, or sun, or star, or new sun's bloom, 
Lay sick and dead within that place of doom, 
Where I vTent raving like the 1,Tinter' s "rife,. 

IIIn vain, in vain," with bitter lips I cried; 
IIIn vain, in vain," along the hallways died 
And sank in silences aw~y. Oppressed 
I wept. La! through thos@ tears the windo,v-bars 
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Shone bright, where l!'ai th and Hope like long-sought stars 
First gleamed upon that prison of unrest. II 

With the possible exception af the similG at the end of the first 

stanza, the 11hole poem is sentimental, melodramatic and singularly 

unoriginal. It seems as if stevens here is reacting IIpoetically" 

-- in the p~jorative, notStevensian, sense -- rather than person-

ally and honestly. It is perhaps tmfair to consider these poems 

at all, especially in view of Stevens' comment to Samuel French 

Morse: "80me of one's early things give one the crs@psll (quoted 

OP xvii), but from such a consideration arise two interesting 

points. One is that at this time Stevens' tom) is not the later 

one of affirmation but rather the acceptance of Emerson's "Desp-' 

a.ir".I2 Secondly, such a,considoration prompts speculation con-

earning the evolution of a style during those next fourteen years, 

II . Quoted by Buttel, "\'Tallace stevens at Harvc.rd ll
, p.32. 

I2J.N.Riddel, The Clairvoyant Eye, p.55. 
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of iVhich, unfortunately, we knOi'l so little. 

Imagism 

During his fourteen-year IIsilent" period stevens must have 

been affected by several influences and more and more Qritics are 

devoting more and more time to pinpointing every onn of them. 

Verlaine, Laforgue, Mallarme have all been cited.as influences up

on his style; he· has been classed as Romantio poet, metaphysioal 

poet, "pure" poet -- even.Shakespearean. ThQre is no doubt that 

some, at least, of these points are pertinent but I E'.m unable to 

examine them here for sGveral reasons. Other than the purely prac

tioal considerations of time, spaoe and knowledge, it is a very 

difficult thing to ohart with any authority, direct relations be

hreen the style of one poet and another, especially in a ·poet of 

stevens' range and complexity. Like Yeats -- like any great poet 

-- he is more likely to select and adapt material from any given 

source rather than absorb it unrefined by his mm sensibility. 

While avoiding largely the question of influences, I think 

it Horthl'lhile, however, to make some comment on Stevens' debt to 

the Imagists since this S86ms to me one of the most importa.nt infl

UGnces on the early poetl~. The basio tenets of Imagism, the pre

cise definition of the Image, rapidly beoame distorted by ma.ny 

practitioners and· oritics into something essentially allied to the 

visual or pictorial sense so that it is as iVell to reiterate the 

original definition of the tenets of the Imagiste faith as they 

were published in March, 1913: 



1. Direct treatment of the "thing", 1-1hether subjective 

or objective. 

2. To use absolutely no word that does not contribute to 

the presentation. 

3. As regarding rhythm: to compose in sequence of the 

musical phrase, not in se~uence of the metronome. I3 
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The image itself was defined as "tha.t which presents an intellect

ual and emotional complex in an instant of time. III4 

Stevens' direct comments upon Imagism are varied:· "Not all 

objects are equal. The vice of imagism was that it did not recog-

nise this" (op 161) -- it did not allow for the poet's selection 

and ordering within the arrangement of things as they are. Else-

1,rher8 he says: "Imagism . . . is not something superficial. It 

obeys an instinct. Moreover, imagism is an ancient phase of poetry. 

It is something permanent" (op 258). St""vens ~vas obviously sympath-

etic with vThat he S8\,T as an attempt to "dolineate the images of r8-

ali tyll (op 258) and ivould incline towards the imaginatively accurate 

perception w"hich for him reflected accurate thought. The affini t-

isS '\d th music '\vould also attrEct him for he saw music as virtually 

the equi va.lent of poetry. lihere he goes beyond the limitation of 

the Imagistes and they themselves eventually went in this direct-

ion too -- is in his refusal of the static image. Desiring, as he 

did, to embody in his style the flowing and metamorphic vit~lity of 

I3Ezra Pound, Gaudier-Brzeska (London, 1916), p. 96. 

I4Ibid • 99 -~- ,p. . 
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life he ,,[ould obviously find such a concept restrictive. 

The vmy he develops his own brand of Imc:.gism is apparent in 

his poem "The Curtains in the House of the Metaphysician" egg 62): 

It comes about that the drifting of these curtains 
Is full of long motions; as the ponderous 

. Deflations of distance; or as clouds 
Inseparable from their afternoons; 
Or the changing of light, the dropping 
Of the siler.ce, ivide sleep and soli tude 
Of night, in liThich all motion 
Is beyond us, as the firmament, 
Up-rising and dOV1n-falling, bares 
The last largeness, bold to see. 

The static imc.ge has become the flowing process of metaphors of the 

mind acting upon thir,gs. The initial image of drifting curtains 

metamorphosizes into the motions of clouds and ultimately into the 

recognition of the constant motion of the universe. In ardor to 

achieve the necessary fluidity of expression Stevens rejects anoth-

er aspect of Imagism -- he uses more "Tords than the Imagistes liould 

allow as strictly necessary. But having set the image in motion, 

stevens does need all the words he uses in this poem in order to 

achieve the "long motions". The poem itself is one long sentence, 

an organic I'Thole with one image engendered upon another; even the 

words "as theil, lIor as ll
, and flor" preceding the different imagos in 

themselves help to suggest the drifting motion whereas isolated im-

ages i'lOuld simply suggest a static object in ViSl'l. 

Stevens does display the Imagiste tendency to present rath-

er than resolve but rarely does he present us simply with the ob-

ject. In fact, Stsvens l images are never really obj~ctive be6ause 

they are all-rays "flicked by feeling" and ultimately ivhat he is in-
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terested in is not so much the object as the mind in the act of 

perceiving it. This is admirably demonstrated in what has been 

called one of-his most strongly Imagistic poems, IISea Surface Full 

of Clouds ll (cp 98). This is a five-section poem of the poet con

templating the endless variation of seas off Tehuantepec. Each 

section presents the mood, in the mind, of five different aspects 

of the sea. The actual visual appearance of the various seascapes 

is suggested but. \'lhat is important is the mentaliandscape. Again 

there is a basic initial image, but it shifts and dissolves through 

the different sections. Pound captured an instant of an lIintell

ectual and emotional complex" in liThe apparition of these faces in 

the crov:Td:/Petals, ana wet, black boughll and said of it: "In a 

poem of this sort one is trying to record the precise instant when 

a thing outward and objeotive transforms itself, or darts into a 

thing inward and subjective."I5 In ~ISea Surface Full of Clouds" 

Stevens extends this approach to embrace the shifting complexity 

of moods stimulated by the sight of the object. Pound pared his 

emotion dmm to the bone and fixed it in an image; Stevens explores 

the endless variations. Thus the "chocolate and umbrellas ll of 

each second stanza are at one point "rosy chocolate/And gilt um

brellas" shifting to. "chop-house chocolate/And sham umbrellas", 

"porcelain chocole.te/ And pied umbrellas", "musky chocolate/And 

frail umbrellas", "Chinese chocolate/And large umbrellas". Sim

ilarly the shades of green and the qualification of the OC8c.n 

15Ibid ., p. 103. 
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change from section to section as do the phrases to describe the 

imagination, on which such changes depend. An intricate pattern 

of Tepetition and variation is built up by the skilful use of words; 

there is constancy in the articles and in the process of the·imag-

ination, vcniation in the qualification of these. 

Joseph Riddel gives an admiT2blG analysis of this poem in 

terms of th 1 ' f th' . 't: I6b t Bl km 'h' e wOTnngs 0 . _ e lm2.glna lon, u ac ur, In lS re-

fusal of literal analysis, seems to me to come closest to defining 

the effect of the poem vThen he says it exhibits IIthat use of lang-

uage where tone and atmosphere are very nearly equivalent to sub-

stance and meaning themselves. . . . The burden of the poem is the 

colour and tone of the whole. It is as near a tone-poem, in the 

, 1 1 ,,17 mUSlca sense, as anguage .can com@. Blackmur later goes on to 

say: "Here we have ''lords used as a tone of feeling to secure the 

discursi ve evaneScence of appearances; 'tTords bringing the senses 

into the mind whi9h they created; the establishment of interior 

18 experience by the construction of its tone in words." It is by 

his precise handling of language that Stevens manages to construct 

the tone of experience -- and the changos of tone. An example of 

the latter can be found in the second section of "Peter Quince at 

I6Riddel, The Clairvoyant Eye, pp. 44-6. 

17Blackmur, L2cnguage as, Gesture, p.230. 

18n 'd __ l_., pp. 231-2. 



the -Clavier ll (CF 89) which ends with these stanzci.S: 

She ioralked upon the grass, 
Still quavering. 
The "'rinds were like her maids, 
On timid feet, 
Fetching her WOVen scarves, 
Yet wavering. 

A breath upon her hand 
:Muted the night. 
She turned --
A cymbal crashed, 
And roaring horns. 

The intrusion of the elders and of their attitude is accomplished 
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perfectly in terms of the language and its suggestions -- one tone 

is shattered by another. Stevens shares with the Imagistes the 

skill of suggestion and association in language, but vlhile the bas-

ic affinities between some of his "Tork and Imag-iste writings are 

obvious, so -too is the degree to '<Thich Stevens passed beyond Imag-

iste restrictions. 

,Vocabulary 

Stevens' vocabulary has caused a considerable amount of 

difficulty and delight, especially the vocabulary employed in Har-

monium. The superficial impression one receives from many of these 

early poems is of a language elegant and rarefied. At the time 

when Stevens' first book of poems appeared there was a good deal of 

interest in a IINe,;-!" American poetry full of the muscular vernacular. 

An audience enthusing ahout this 'movement might be rather overvlhel-

med by the profusion of words such as: cabildo, palmettoes, palank-

eens, fiscs, barouche, gurrituck, funest, gelatines andjupes -- to 

say nothing of the smattering of French words and phrases. But as 
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I mentioned earlier, such words are used in a manner precisely 

faithful to their dict:lonary definitions and it is for these prec-

iss meanings thatStev@ns uses them -- not for pretentious effects. 

He is using the existing language but in a new way so rene1'Ting Ian':'" 

-guage and the vlOrld expressed in language. 

It S98ms to me that in using words precisely but in nevT and 

unusual combinatio.ns Stevens is follovTing, in one 'tray, his o~m the-

:ory concerning imagination and reality. In his essay liThe Noble 

- Rider and th€l Sound of Words ll he vlri tes: 

A variation behleen the sound of words in one age and the 
sound of words in another age is.an instance of the press
ure of reality. Take the statement by Bateson that a lan
uage, considered sema:ntically,'evolves through a series of 
conflicts between the denotative and the connotative forces 
in words; betvTeen an &.scetism tending to kill languege by 
stripping words of all association and a hedonism tending 
to kill language by dissipating their sense in a multiplic-
ity of associations. These conflicts are nothing more than 
changes in the relation bet\'lsen the imagination and reality. 

(NA 13) 

Remembering that ultimately the relation that Stevons sought betw'':'' 

sen imagination' and reality was one of co-equal interdependence, it 

seems feasible to suppose that one of his aims in his own use of 
I 

language was to try to achieve this. That is, by using viords pre-

cisely he avoids the vague multiplicity of connotations and yet.by 

using 1'lords in' nevI combinations he achieves new connotations, conn-

otations that express his personal, "nevT" perception. The 'compar-

at i ve rarity of some of the l'lords employed further ensures that the 

reader brings to the poem no connotations other than those arising 

within the poem itself. 
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An example of this USG of words can be found in liThe :Emper.

or of Icc-Cream" (Cp 64) in the phras@ "concupiscent curds". The 

curds are, on one level at least, the ice-cream of the title; the 

title and the poem lead to one interpretation of the theme as be-

. ing "the only thing worth bothering about is the life of thE> .mom

ent" •. Concupiscence means @ager or vehement desire, often in a 

sexual sense, and interestingly is the term used theologically to 

m~an "a desire for the things of the 1V'orld". So in the phra.se 

"concupiscent curds" vie have the crux of the poemi the association 

of a desire for the florId (,vhich was usually a good thing as far as 

Stevens ''TEto concern8d) vii th an essence of ephemeral pleasure ice-

cream. The "Tord IIconcupiscent", by virtue of sound, length and 

meaning seems to have more "stature" than "curds" so that the jux

taposi tion of the t,vo w·ords elevates the ice-cream into the posi t

ion of importance ,·,hich it must hold in this poem. The relation 

beti'le,~n tviO IV·ords which one ,vauld not usually think of relating is 

str •. mgthenecl aurally and visually by simple use of alliteration 

and assonance. The physicality, the sensuousness of IIconcupiscent" 

·which by association extends the connotation of "curds" is evident 

too in the mention of the muscular one and the dawdlinG wenches, 

the latter also picking up the suggestion of the kitch8n-setting 

(again the emphas is is on the "every da.y") from curds. 

This is not by any means the only aspect of Stevens' vocab

ulary and its uses thougb it accounts for Ch important part of it. 

His use of foreign, and somotimes dialect Hords is also notable. 
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Stevens- himself once \'lrote: III have neV6r been able to see "Thy vrhe.t 

is called ji_nglo-Saxon should have the right to higgle and haggle 

allover the page, contesting the right of other 1·rords. If a poem 

seems to require a hierophantic phrase, the phrase should pass. 

This -is a way of s<?ying that one of the consequences of the ordin-

ation of style is not to limit it, but to enlarge it, not to impov-

erish it but to enrich and liberate i't',! (Op 205). The question of 

particularly hierophantic phrases is perhaps more pertinent in re-

lation to some of stevens' IInonsense" passages, but certainly there 

are a good many poems which seem to require phrases other than 

Anglo-S2-xon. For ins tancs, in "The Plot Against The Giant II (Cp 6), 

the phrase "0h, la ••• Ie pauvre!" is exactly right to present 

the flirtatious condescension of these subtle and delicato girls 

who plot against the lumbGring giant. The English: "Oh, the poor 

man! II viould be ludicrously suggestive of the maternal and middle-

aged. 

The beginning of tlTheComedian as the Letter C" (cp 27) 

also employs II roquired ll phrases in these lines: 

• • • • .'. • • • As such, the Socrates 
Of snails, musician of pea,rs, principium 
And lex. Sed quaeritur: is this same wig 
Of things, this nincompated pedagogue, 
Preceptor to the sea? • • • • •••• 

The Latin vTOrdS 1vi tli their associations vli th the formal, the regal, 

and the legal admirably provide the right degree of pomposity for 

the figure of Crispin; the regalia of the words provides the nec-

essary contrast 1-Ti th the meagreness of the domain. Here Stevens is 

doing what he does in several other poems, taking advantage of the 
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existing connotations of vTords a.nd standing th@m on their heads. 

In "A High-Toned Old Christian vlom2.n" -CCP 59), for instance, he 

does just this with the various church-architectural and Christian 

terms 6 (He uses the structure of old myths -- including Christian 

-- in a similar way sometimes; he revives them by applying them to 

his own ends, making them adhere to reality and so become viable 

for this age, 'or mocking them.) 

Perhaps one of the most striking uses of French >fords o_ccurs 

in "Sea Surface Full of Clouds". (cp 98), vrh6)re the imagination is 

described in each section by means of French phrases: "C'-etait mon 

enfant, mon bijou, man 2,me" or "C'€itait ma foi, 10. nonchalance div-

ine". Stevens once remarked that "French and English constitute a 

single language" (OP'I78). By this I take it that he meant one 

should be able to move freely from one to the other, not that they 

are identical in effect. The use of French in this poem is the use 

of labials in a world of labials; the fluid surface of the poem de-

mands a continued fluidity which the French phrases provide. They 

suggest murmured endearments with a hint of the strange and the ro-

mantic, all of ,,,hich qualities are appropriate to the imagination. 

Harry Levin onc@ wrote of Stevens; "Apparently he can abs-

orb the extremes' of J2atois and archaism "without the slightest eff-

ort. Imperturbably he ranges so far afield that he finally leaves 

us not \·,i th a strange collection of curiosities, but with a quizz

ically familiar point of Vie"T." 19 The point of view' seems familiar 

-----~-~--.--,- -' ,---
19H L . • eVln, 

1940), p. 30. 
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b.ecause the range of Stevens' language accomodates the range and 

diversity -- or at least a good deal ofi t -- of the Ivorld he con-

templates. His use of dialect is not ahlays det€lctable but one sus-

pects that some words, or rather 87pressions, that appear to be non-

sense or neologisms or both are in fact local expressions. Enck 

quotes from Stevens' letters to Renato Poggioli where Stevens ex-

plains the source of these stanzas from JtThe Man with the Elue Gui-

tar" (QP 178): 

He held the world upon his nose 
And this-a-way he gave a fling. 

His robes and symbols, ai-yi-yi-
And tha.t-a-1<ray he twirled the thing. 

Stevens I commGmt is: "This-a-way and that-a-way and ai-yi-yi are 

colloquialisms, at least in Pennsylvania and elsewhere, for that 

matter. People think of ai-yi-yi as Spanish but it is equally 

Pennsyl vcmia Dutch. • • • A man 1<lho is master of the ,'lOrld balances 

it on his nose this way and that way and the spectators cry ai-yi

yi. 1I20 As Enck points out ,. the knovlledge of whether the expression 

is Spanish or Pennsylvania Dutch does not really affect one's under-

standing of the poem but it does indicate the ease wi ih vThich Stev-

ens cam move around vIi thin language as well E.G his perceptiveness 

in noting local usage. Though the specific example noted come~ 

from a poem I;'"ri tten lat~r than Harmonium, it seems possible .that a 

similar use of dialect may be found in the earlier Volume, though 

20 Hallacs StGvens, quoted by J.J .Bnck, Ival12.ce Stevens: Im-
ages and Judgements (Carbondale, 1964), p. 13. 
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difficul t to pinpoint Id thout Stevens I 01'lll verifiaction. For in

stance, in the poem "Banal Sojourn" (Cp 62) there occur the inter

jection tlPe.rdie!" und the word "grr~ckles". The fox-mer is obviously 

a corruption of "Par J)ieu!" <1n(l is defined by the dictionary ctS 

archaic (exarnpl",s of usage arB given from the thirteenth to nine

teenth centuries). Similarly ~Igrackles" meaning a bird of the 

jackda"T genus is also listed as archcdc but it, seems to me th2ct 

both torms might well be instances of local usage. (compare NA 100 

-- th& use of the accG:ptod local &bbreviation for "Muscovy Duck"). 

HOIVGver, what is ultimately important is not particular examples' 

but rather Stevens' ability to use such Hords "d thout placing any 

strain upon the context; the words chosen genGrally appear to be 

the most fitting in every "ray, "Grackles II, for im,tanco, whether 

archaism or dialect, is suggestive of the sound made by these birds, 

especially when one considers the "I-Thole line: liThe grackles cra.ck 

their throats. of bone in the smooth air l
!. 

Stevens uses a good many archaisms, but usually not those 

considered -- pojoratively -- as "poetic" archaisms; these abound 

in his undergraduate verse, 'V'hich lisps ,vith "doth" and "o'er" and 

heavy-handed Use of 1-Iords like "visage". His uSG) of archaisms in 

Harmonium is not so obvious as this nor does it hc:;.ve the same eff-

€lct. Poets who self-consciously use "poetic diction" present in 

their style a weak pastiche of current poetic vogues, or VGry often, 

the vogues of a generation earlier. One finds this happening in 

many of YElats 'ea.rliest poems, for instance.. But a poet "rho devel-
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ops his own style cW'ill choose his O':vn l'fOrds and use them so that 

they have, the ring of no other poet. 

The archaisms which Stevens employs are not obviously arch-

aisms because they are pot generall;y words ~vi th vrhich we are very 

familiar; they are not, in other words, poetic cliches. (though he 

is sometimes deliberately ~'poetically" archaic, as in "One eats 

one pate, even of salt, quotha" where the archaism serves to emph-

asizQ Crispin IS pomposity). Stevens takes hold of the "Tord in its 

original precise meaning and places it vii thin his own context, so 

making it nm'T. In th€ first stanza of "The Jack-Rabbit" (Cp 50), 

for instance, there occur three "Tords defined by the dictionary as 

archaic: 

In the morning, 
The jack-rabbit sang to the Arkansa1>T. 
He carolled in caracoles 
On the feat sandbars. 

One of the meanings of "carolled ll is to dance in a ring to the acc-

ompaniment of song; a "caracole ll (from the Italian verb for "to 

"Theel about") is a half-turTI._ or Ivh8el to the right or ieft executed 

by a horseman; "feat" is an adjecti ve meE~ning neat, fi ttlng, sui t-

able, or "Then applied to movement, dextrous O,rgraceful. These 

three words come together in very simple sentence and st2nzaic 

form to describe th6 actions of the jack-rabbit and this is pre-

cisely 1'rhat they do, both literally and suggestively. The exuber-

ance of the leaping animal suggested by "sang" is picked up in the 

. next line by "carolled" vrhich, including the notion of both singing 

and dancing brings one more specifically to the movement of the 
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animal v.rhich is in turn more defined by "caracoles". "Feat", ·uhil@ 

probably referring to the form~tion of the sand-bars, also reflects 

back to the dextrous movement of the hare. (Incid2ntally, this 

single stanza offers a condensation of the observed movement des-

:-cribed at greater length in "Earthy An;3cdote": CP 3.) 

The objection to all this, of course, is that such an ex

planation seems to imply that the poem cannot be understood or en

joyed 1·Ti ~hout the help of a. dictionary or at least a certain amount 

of recondite knowledge. To a certain extent this is true, though I 

do not consider it a valid objection if all that is being queried 

is the poet's refusal to sacrifice meaning and effect to the lowest 

common denominator of his audience. People have come to accGpt the 

"difficul tiGs" of Eliot and yet many are um-filling to put a similar 

degree of effort into reading Stevens, even though the latter does 

in fact provide most of the answers to his poems within the poems 

thems€l ves rather tl18.n in footnotes. 

In the eX2.mple Ciuoted abov@, for instanco, although a know...; 

ledge of the preCise meanings of the words can help towards a full 

response to the poem it does not by any means define the only re

sponse. The 1ford "carolled" -- archaism or not -- is known to most 

people, even without the help the present context gives; "caracol

es!! is obviously chosen as much for its visual and aural aptness in 

conjunction vii th Ifcarolled If as for its more specific meaning. No 

knowledge of such specific meaning is necessary to tell, from the 

'\'lhole stanz&., that the animal is happy and is shmfing this by 
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·exuberant movement. In other "Tards, though as a goneral rule Ste-

vens is very precise in his use of words, the reader need not al-

vlaYs go to the same lengths because the atmosphere and tone that 

Stevens sets up in the poem generally provide the necessary defin-

i tion. He, himself, once E,d vised agaim:~t exc~mining singl€> words 

too closely. Enck quotes Stevens I reply to a critic l'1ho, analysing 

"Sea Surface Full of Clouds", concluded that: "'Flotillas' suggests 

a 'fleet of flowers', an image vrhich a. child's fEmcy \'Tould evoke. 

Another, the naval, use of the word is in this instance irrelevant 

and distrc.cting." 1:Ihen this critic asked St€vens "That value should 

be given to this connotE!.tion, stevens replied: "You are in .much too 

close focw:\. As I use the w·ord it mec.ns merely floating things. 1121 

The much-mentioned sensual and exotic aspects of the Harm-

onium vocEbulary are, to a considerable degree, derived from the 

tlout-of-focnsl! aspect of the >'Tords rather thEm from R.n actual over-

plus of concrete or sensuall'Tords. Certainly Stevens does use 

concrete terms, dOEls make much use of words such as .Ilbloom ll
, "fru-

it", "leaves" and describes often· in terms of colours, especially 

green. But such w·ords are not so prepond@r2.nt in his voca.bulary as 

oile might imply from the concreteness of felt lifo appar(:nt in H1l:J:'':: 

monium. This concreteness derives on one hand from the largeness 

of the vocc.bulary itself which signifies a Ii tcral 1-Teal th, and on 

the othe,r from Stevens' pm-ler to suggest more than is defined by 

specific "fords. It is again a question of the skilful combin2.tion 

. -----.-~ .. ------
2~1allace St~v6ns to John PaukGr, quotGd by Buck, Wallace 

Stevens, p. 14. 
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of words whe:reby one word picks up cqnnotations from another so 

- the w-hole phrase suggests something more -- and perhaps -something 

different from the individual words vievTed in too close focus. 

This is evido:mt, for instance, in the first stanza of "Sun-

--day-Morning" (op 66): 

Complacencies of the peignoir, and late 
Coffee and orenges in a sunny cha.ir, 
And the gre~n freedom of a cockatoo 
Upon a rug mingle_ to dissipate 
The holy hush of &_ncient sa.crifice. 
She dreams a little, emd she fQels the clark 
Encroachment of that old catastrophe, 
As a calm darkens among water-lights. 
The pungent oranges and bright, green "('lings 
Seem things in some procession of the dead, 
vlincling across wide w-ater, ,vi thout sound. 
The deW is~ like liide liater,,'li thout sound, 
Stilled for the passing of her dreaming feet 
Over the seas, to silent Palestine, 
Dominion of the blood and sepulchre. 

This stanza prQsents, in embryo, the crux of the argument of the 

poem as a whole, the vitality of the life of the world and of the 

present_as superior to the myths that centre upon death and regard 

worldly plec:'.sures as inferior. One liould expect, therefore, that 

the woman in her actual temporal setting would be described in con-

crete and vivid terms to contrast with the dark and empty "spirit-

uali ty". And at first glance this is T""h8,t apPf:;)ars to be happening; 

but on looking more closely one sees that though there are the bri-

lliBnt splashes of colour, there are also abstract vTords. Such 

words -- "complacencies", "freedom" -- are made concrete only by 

th~ readGr maintaining a certain distance from the passage, by lett-

ing one word act upon anothor and simply receiving the total effect 

whereby the abstractions are given concrete force. 
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A good deal of stevens' skill in achieving this total eff

ect is synta.ctical. Syntactical relationships embody perceptual 

relationships and so indicate to a certain extent the i'TE.y the in

dividual poet "re-groups" what he observ€ls. Here, of course, one 

passes into the subject of metaphor but a syntactical skill is an 

important basis for skill in creating metaphors. Stevens' syntax 

needs to be th@ subject of greatGr study than I can give it hers; 

the economy of the first five lines of IISunday Morning" is remark

abl€l and indicates a highly-developed technique that is at w-ork 

below the surface of most of his poems. 

In th@ above @xample one is aviare of the particular refer

ents of the-words, and so of their literal mGaning, par2.llel to 

one's avlareness of the emoti va cont(;mt. There are pO€lms ~ hOli-lever, 

where the two l@vels of 12.nguage do not have -equal "reight, where 

sometimes they do not even go in the same direction. To put it 

another way, the poetry-of the words is sometimes more important 

than the "meaning" of the poem and at its best comes clos@st to 

expressing, in stevens' terminology, the essential poetry. This 

is particularly apparent in the "nonsense" poetry -\'Thich I shall 

discuss later but it is also, it Beems to me, a factor which giv8s 

many of the poems in Harmonium the vital physical quality though, 

as I have said, there may be few so-call-sd sensuous words in the 

poem. In "Sea Surface Full of Clouds" it is achieved by the subtle 

and intricate elaboration of csrtain imagos, and particularly of 

colours, so that while one has difficulty in isol~ting particular 

sensuous viords the total impression is of an atmosphere of mind 
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made tangible. In liThe SnO\v Man" (cp 9) a similar process occurs 

so that th@ "rhole of that apparGntly abstract last line -- "Nothing 

that is not there and the nothing that is ll 
-- becomes the almost 

concrete expression of both a state of mind and a barren landscape; 

the effect is always cumulative, the poem sets its own focus. 

Th@ l'ange of stevens I vocabulary is obviously consid&rable; 

. if his o~m society or his own tongue cannot provide him vri tll the 

1'lOrdS he nl')eds he, like Pound, Eliot, and others, takes it from 

elsewhere. He does not simply take th@ ,'lord but rather makes it 

his o,-m because it is the only Hay to express what 119 has discover

ed through his imagination, so it becomes part of the discovery it

self: "A poet I swords o,re of things that do not exist without the 

words" (NA 32). Hords plEty a major part in bringing the inarticu

hdc to expression; they are a vray to truth: tlPoetry is a revelat.,.. 

ion in Ifords by means of the worcls" (NA 33). But it may be argued 

that a1; times word", ffi,-_y obscure rather than reveal, and in fact 

the pa:et, as Davi~ points out, holds both 2.ttitudes in that: "He 

grasps the pa:ra,dox of poetic composition, its way of surrendering 

and conquering all at once. 1I22 That is to say, the poet both lets 

the ,-lords lead him and a180 controls their direction. Stevens' 

submission to his ,'lords m2.y at first appear excessive until one re-

alizes tho superb control he exercises in tone, in syntax, in the 

choice of i-lords, abrays aW2,re, for inst2.nc@, of the amount of ab

straction or concreteness the context can bear. 

22D.Davie, Articulate Energy- (London, 1955), p. 141. 



Rhetoric and Nonsense 

As I mentionGd earlier, rhetoric is for stevens often both 

a subject and a style. A perfect example of the ti'TO together occ-

ursin the ninth st,mz& of "Le Monocle de Mon Oncle" (Cp 16): 

In v@rses ,vild id th motion, full of din, 
Loudened by criGs, by clashGs, CJ-uick and sure 
As the deadly thought of men accomplishing 
Their curious faiss in war, .. come, celebrate 
The fed th of forty, liard of Cupido. 
Most venGrable heart, the lustiest conceit 
Is not too lusty for jour broadening. 
I quiz all sounds, all thoughts, a11 everything 
For the music and manner of the paladins 
To make oblation fit. vlhere shall I find 
Bravura adequate to this great hymn? 
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Here rhetoric both exhibits and defines i tse1f as "verses wild 1>[i th 

motion, full of din". These first feiy lines echo the earlier exem-

plu~ of rhetoric given 'at the beginning of the poem: 

"l.JJother of heaven, regina of th9 clouds, 
a sceptre of the sun, crOlin of the moon, 
Th~re is not nothing, no, no, never nothing, 
Lik@ the clashed edges of tl'lO words that kill." 

and significantly follo"l>Ting from this are the lines: "And so I mo-

cked her in ma.gnific6nt measur@.jor was it that I rnockGld myself 

alone?". Stevens' use of rhetoric is more often than not ironic, 

though this is not its s01e function~ It a110\'1s him to show the 

balloon of pomposity and prick it at the same time. It is, in fact, 

a measure of his s~lf-awarenesG and perhaps of doubt. While for 

the most part he is exuberantly egotistical in celebrating man's 

wonderful imctginati ve faculty this very· fa cuI ty revee.ls to him his 

limitations e.nd calls itself into doubt. Since he thinks of him-

self primarily as a poet, it is the poetic SEllf tha.t is indulged 
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and mocked "in rhetoric, just as C·ris·pin is •. The poet's limitations 

are manifest in rhetoric, according to Stevens, beca.use while he is 

trying to bring to modern poetry that element which it so conspic-

uously la.cks, namely nobility, yet "ThG nobility of rhetoric ••• 

is a lifeless nobili ty" (NA 35). This is because nobility, libil 

belief, has to be 9xpress@d in a form viable for our age and rhet-

oric is no longer that form becauS'Gl it does not adhorGl to the real. 

Once it did, and Stevens quotas Socr8,tes as an examplo of rhetoric 

as "the Glloquent expr~msion of thcLt w'hich is precisely true" (Op 

285). Perhaps rhGtoric is sometimes an attempt on Stevens' part to 

revive that nobility though he must simultaneously mock it and 

his own poetic aspirations -- because it is bound to fail. 

This ii possibly too negative an explanation of rhetoric 

for certainly the "lords do something •. \vhat they do is create a 

semblance of emotion or action. The battle images employed by 

St8vens in the above passage are not .purely arbitrary or incidental; 

in rhetoric the·words assault almost. by sound alone and so persuas-

ive is such a technique that for a while at least they can simulate 

more than they are. Harry Levin, vTri ting on MarlmHl' s language, 

has this comment'ivhich might well apply to Stevens' rhetoric: "Mar-

~owe contrives his 01'm sound affects, manipulating a la.nguo.ge which 

is not simply a means of communication but a substitute for repre

se·ntation. MQ,gniloquence does duty for magnificence. 11
2

3 But 

1965) , 
lowe's 

23H.Levin, Christopher Marlowe: The Overreachor (London, 
p. 63. Blackmur has also compc:red Stevens' rhotoric to ~I2r
and Levin has, incidsntally, studiGd the l~nguage of both. 
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ultimately such passages fall short, of Stevens' criteria at least. 

Even so , it requires a consider&.ble skill ··wi th language to produce 

effecti va rhetoric even if it is not allovled that such an effect is 

valuable. Perhaps Stevens allows of such skill -- or perhaps he is 

merely. being ironic -- vll1en he describes rhetoric3,1 passages as 

"quick and sure/As the deadly thought of men accomplishing/Their 

curious fates in "rar • • • \I or perhaps both atti tude·s are present. 

He allows for the sureness of touch· but maintains, in a nicely am-

biguous phrase, th8~t such a touch is allied to "dec>_dly thought". 

Another use.of langu<:1.ge '11hich tGnds to depend. heavily on the 

sounds of words is nonsense. I use this term somewhat vlarily ~fi th 

reference to stevens since he uses .the technic;.ue in varying degre0s 

in differ<;;mt poems and for different effects. In "Notes TOI'rard a 

Supreme Fiction" (Cp 380) occurs the line: "Life's nonsense pierces 

us with strange relation. II Nonsense poetry, like the vlorld, cannot 

be ordered or perceived merely by use of reason but rec;.uires and 

compels one to use the imagination. Ono effect of nonsense poetry, 

therefore, is to shock one into a heightened perception. 

This is the effect, for instc.nce, of the poem lI])isillusion-

ment of Ten O'Clock" (OF 66): 

The houses are h,i-unted 
By ,,'hi ts night-govllls. 
None are gre8n, 
Or purple \-lith green rings, 
Or gre2n with yellovl rings, 
Or yellow ~'iith blus- rings. 
None of them are str~nge, 
With socks of lace 
And beaded ceintures. 
P80ple are not going 



To dream of baboons and periwinkles. 
Only,- here a.nd there, "an old sailor, 
Drunk and aeleep in his boots, 
Catches tigers 
In red weather. 
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Just as one cannot really dissect stevens I "serious" poems, one 

cannot dissect this; the effect is curnu12,ti ve and depends upon the 

vlhole. This makes it difficult to definG i'lhere the nonsense lies, 

'-----

one can only repeat that it lies in the vrhole, for each individual 

statement makes at least literal sense. Blackmur hilS defined the 

effect of the poem in this "lay.: 

Th@ statement about catching tigers in r8d weat~lOr eoming 
aftar the white night-gowns and baboons and periwinkles, 
has a persuasive force out of -all rGlation to"the sense of 
the l'Iords. Literally, ther<~ is nothing alC1:rming in the 
statement, <md nothing ambiguous, but by so putting the 
statement that it appears "as nonsense, infinito possibil
ities are made plain~ The shock and virtue of nonsense is 
this: it compels us to scrutinize the I-Tords in such a vray 
that lie see the enormous ambiguity in the substance of 
every phrclse, every image, every Ivord. 24 

The statement about red tigers ha"s such a strong persuasi veforce 

because, for one thing, it is an affirmative, declarative statement 

follOldng the neg2.ti ve list of al termlti ves. It is stated f~S f2,ct 

"' and has the force of such unt"ilone does a "double-takEil". One is 

first lulled into a sort of logical acceptance by the apparent 

simplicity of the statements, by the almost meditative rhythm of 

the first half of thG poem with its repetitiv@ pattern of colours. 

Like Groucho Marx, like !--lice ~E-:t~oE_derl<:p.2:., it depends upon the 

general tendency not to reflect immediately upon "That is sa.id but 

to accept a semblance of logic and sense. Like rhetoric, it de-
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, pends upon language at a surface level, tccking advEnt age of most 

peoplG's habit of not perceiving too closely, though its end is to 

shock us into proper perception. 

It'is in this lattGr aim that the poem's IImeaningll lies. 

The progr~ssion fTom the drab white gOims to the red tigeTs is a 
, 

progTession towards heightensd perception, and this should be the 

progTGSS of the reader, too. Such a. meaning is not 'explicit in, the 

poem for nonSGnse poems do not yield a, meaning in the ordinary Ttlay. 

They are to be apPTehended rathST than r8,tiomtlly comprehended and 

as such may provide in miniatuTe an object lesson in how one should 

peTceive relation, in 'the world. Stevens appears to commant both 

on nonsense and on the relations to be intuitively and imaginative-

ly percei vecl in' the TtlOTld in these lines "Thich folloH the Ilnon-

sense" Stc'.llZ2.S of "Metaphors of a Magnifico ll (CP 19): 

This is an old song 
That will not declar9 itself • 

. . . . . . . . . . 
That will not declare itself 
Yet is certain as meaning. 

. . 

Nonsense po~try asserts, in however minor a way, the intuitive 

value of the imagination and 8,S such the poetry itself has some 

value 'iii thin the t€rms of Stevens' aesthetic, beyond the simple 

value of @njoymGnt. 

The other major value of some of Stevens' nonsense poetry 

lies in its 8xpTession of exuberance and vi t:::li ty. Nonsense seems 

to provide a natural context for the Ilprecious che.racteristic" of 
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behind the nonsense doos not diminish the delightful ef'f'G;ct of' the 

po@m on the nons~nse leval alone. Look, for instance, at th€l poem 

IILife is Motion" (Cp 83): 

In Oklahoma, 
Bonnie and Josie, 
Dressed in calico, 
Do,nced around a stump. 
They crisd, 
1I0hoyaho, 
Ohoo l1 • • • 

. Celebr~ting the marriage 
Of flesh and air. 
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As is usual in stevens' poetry, the title is indicative. The po€m 

expresses the ensrgetic delight in the changing physical vlorld, a 

fe@ling that is similarly expressed else"rhere by "Ti-lill-lo! II .(Cp 

II) or "ki-ki-ri-ki II (cp 63). There is no rcdional articul;;;:tion 

becaus@ none is n(~cess2.ry; these poems do not attempt to over-roach 

themsel Ves but are simply expres3i va gestures. Sometimes, a.s· I 

hc?~v8 said, such gostures are allied to definite sense and me;::,.ning, 

as in "The, Ordinary 1vomen" (Cp 10), but still the bubbling sounds 

of the i-rords, th~ir rhy~es G.nd rhythms, are Gnjoyc~ble in their Oim 

right. Nonsense poems are one way in which stevens denies that 

"The l'Jorld is ugly/And the people fire sad." (cp 85) 

I have dGalt in this chaptGr with only certain aspects of 

Stevens' use of l[cng1..w.ge but sufficiGnt, I hope, to shov! the- r::;_ngc 

of his aims ,mel achi'JVem"nt. Pat,::r may· once have claim8d th2.t 2.11 

arts constG.ntly :;,spire to thG condition of music but Ii tor_~ture can-

nover ~"'holly 8.chiQve this. Languago cannot, by its very nature, be 
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, .. holly self-referential since it h2.s meaning built into it. One 

can go so far but no further; Stevens goes quitGl a. long way in 

turning language upon itself, in attempting to make 8vGrything over 

as vwrds, wrying :to use the Ivords theffiSQl ves 8,S ideas instead of 

mere signs for the ideas. :But this is perhc.ps a way of emphasizing 

the limitations of language and the belief th&t the final poem ex-

ists beyonc;l language. 

Tho po&ms of H;:nmonium are explor"tions through the range 

of languag(j to find "ffhe 'Lini ty of style ~cnd the poem i tS61lf vlhich 

is a unity of language cmd life that expresses both in a. supreme 

sense" (OlJ 216). Such a unity is achieved in the best poems, in 

"Sunday Morningll (C~ 66), IIP@ter Quince at the' Clavier" (Cp 89) 

and "Sea, Surface Full of Clouds ll (cp 98). It is lost at times in 

"The Comedian RS the Letter G" (CF 27) \'There, perhaps becc'.use of 

the demands of a long poem, the poetry is occaSionally an "eccen..,. 

tric and dissociated poetry". That is: 

• • • poetry that tries to exist or is intended to exist 
separately from the poem, that is to say in a style that is 
not identic;;;.l wi tll the. poem. It nev€r achieves anything 
more the.n a shallOH mannerism, like something seen in a 
glass. Now, a time of disbelief is precis@ly a time in 
Ivhich th(;! frequency of detE.ched stylGS is gre<Ytsst. • • • 
By detached, I me&n the unsuccessful, th@ ineffective, the 
F.rbi tr<::ry, the Ii terc.ry, the non-umbilical, th2,t which in 
its highest degre2 vlOuld still be \,vords. For the style of 
the poem and the poem itself to be one there must be a 
mating and a marriage, not an arid love-song. (op 211-212) 

A fcdlure to achieve this unity is a failure to achieve the requir-

ed int~nsity, the right revelation of reality. Since stevGns be~ 

lieves in the p01'ler of ,vords h~ must continually be using them as 

a means to"l'rards achieving this unity and must, c:,lmost by dQfini tion, 
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fail at times and pTEwent us I'd th poems ,vhich, though they maX please 

for oth8r qualities, fall short of his Oi'ill demands. In the course 

of Harmonium VIe witness the attempt to define a self, a style, and 

an aesthetic; Stevens has to explore bGfore hG can decide hO"l'1 to 

limi t. He neects the langu8.ge of Harmonium for this exploration and 

for the exprGssion of his "nevl " vision but by the time of liThe Com

~dian 0_8 the Letter ClI he has learnt a,ll th€l lesson he can from it 

r 



"THE C01~;El)1AN AS THE LE'l"llER Gil 

"POIc:try is a statement of a relation bet"Teen a man tind the 

I'Torld ll (op 172). 

As St,,,vens' first long poem 8.nd one which contEdns, in 

terms of boththome :::md langua.ge, many of the qUGli tios of Harmon-

ium as 8. "Thole, IIr1'he Colftadian as the Letter C" obviously occupies 

a significant position in the-Stevens canon. Accordingly,' though 

thG degroe of significance has not been unanimously established, 

it has balm subjGcted to <it good m2,ny interpretations over the 

years. R.P.BlRckmur cat·:.:,gorizes it as "a meditation ••• of man's 

I 
struggle with n::lture", Roy Hc,<rvey Pearce SC(;;S it ~.s "et kind of 

projection in biography of the development of StEvens' P?etics", 2. 

description of its "protagonist's growth to artistic maturity".2 

Marianne Moore, in her review' of Hc:,.rmonium, refers to the poem as 

"expanded m@t2,phor", 3 2,nd Hi Simons chdms it as 2.1legory which 

"tells both how a representative modern poet tried to change from 

a romanticist to a realist and how he adapted himself to his en-

I R.P .BL.ckmur, "Examples of l{;;tllac6 stevens", in his Lc1.ll-
E..~g@ a~ .9.8sture (London, 1954), p. 24;3. 

2 
H.H.Pea-rce, The Continl:l,i.ty. of Am(::ric2n Poet:sr (New Jersey,. 

1961), p. 387. 

\I.Moore, "l{ell Moused, Lion", in A .Brmm and R.S. H.s.ller, 
eds., The Achievement of Wallac~ Stevens (Philadelphia and New 
Yor~, 1962~p. 25. -
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virownent l1
•

4 Th€! critics differ as to the strength of the autobio

graphical element in the po~m; some, like Winters,5 see Crispin'~ 

predicament as being vQ.ry clos@ly allied to stevens I Ol'Tn. Others 

take l.rhat seems to me a more valid stance in seeing the poem as 

autobiogra.phical only in that l1i t is a g€;nerii liza.tion upon the ;;m

thor I s QXperlenCG and point of view".6 That is to say, it is ,-"uto-

biogrEtphical in- the sense that all poems are, "i t cannot b@ othor-

,vise, . @VGn though it may be totally w-i thout rGference to himself" 

(UA 121). 

Before entering the poem proper and considering some of 

these questions, -it is >vorth looking briefly at Crispin I s origins 

,'Ti thin stnvG;ns I "Hork, as well as his possible literary ancestors. 

His first appear&nce is in ~, short poem called "Anecdote of the 

Abnormal II (OP 23) lnitten about 1919-1920 ii~nd appee.Ting in Opus 

Posthumous but not in the Collected Po~ms. The theme of the poem 

is 11 ••• new colours make new things/And ll€nv things make old things 

. . . /And so ,d tll men.'~ The last stanza of the poem brings 

in Crispin: 

Crispin-valet, Crispin-saint! 
The exhausted realist beholds 

4H.Simons, "'The- Comedian as the Letter C': Its Sense and 
Signific;:;.nce", in A.Bro;·:n and R.S.H;;.llGr, 6)ds., Tht: Achievcmont of 
\hlh:,ce Stevc';llS (Philadelphia cend New York, 1962), p. 98. 

?y.Winters, "1-lal12,ce Stovens, or the Hedonist's Progress"; 
1~ his Jn~efenBe of Reason (Denver, 1965),-pp. 439-443. 

6H 0· • Jlmons, .2.£,. cit., p.98 • 



His tattargd manikin arise, 
Tuck in the strO-\'[, 
And stalk tho skies. 

This is an anecdote rif the activity of th~ imagination, which is 

in itself abnormal, but Vlhich h<.;,s the pOi'Jer to percGi ve the normal 

in th@ Hbnormal, ord,}r in chews. There aTe certE-in affinities \·ri th 

tho later Crispin in that he too is a valet, a small, relatively 

insignificant crQature iv-ho goes through severe.l processes of 'being 

II made nelv- II only to find himself left Ivi th the old unchanged essence 

of self. But the latE':r Crispin, though he may be seen in one \'lay 

as "exhausted realist", is not able to ,rork miracles by means of 

the imagination <md turn himself into a s2.int. Betl'Teen this poem 

Rnd tho lat':;r is a consiclerccbl:.; growth of scepticism concerning the 

power of the im;;:,gination. 

Crispin also· has affinities with other personae of Harrnon-

i~, in fact, in the course of his voyng@ he GmbrGces the tvIO clist-

inct types. Th'3 one is the mt=m who thinks, GtS the persona in liTe;;!. 

at the Palace of Hoon (cp 65) 'that III was the ~rorld in \·[hich I 

walked, and ltlha.t I saw/Or heard or felt CB.me not but from myself. II 

This, of course, corresponds to the opening prepostion of liThe Com-

edian ll -- limEn is the intelligencG of his soil. II This confidence 

appears at first glance to be the dominant note of H2r~0~ium, but 

there 2.re significant attacks, in IIBant2ms in Pine-11ood.s ll (cp 75) 

for instf'..nce, on the kind of arrogance th",t blinds one to the fact 

that a good deal of thQ self is contain6cl in the ~"Torld. tiThe Com-

edian lf is the fullest exploration of this problem, the problem of 
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the relation bGtvTeen imagination and reality, B.n?- between self <wd 

the vTorld, a theme '"hich develops in Har~nium 2.S @. natural result 

of extreme self-avTarGness regarding the .exercise of the imagin<?tion. 

It is, h01iElVer, the imaginative perception·i tself that ena,bles the 

self to ses the shortcomings of the imagination and though one must 

recognize the g'rolQth of .a certa.in amount of scepticism, I think it 

vTould be a misti.::.ke to conclude· that beccl.Use Stevens loses some of 

his early confidEmce in the im&gination by the time of "The ComGd-

ian" he is denying the value of the imc;.gination. Rather he comes 

to SGB, as is expressed in his later prose writings, that the true 

value of the imaaination is to be found in its co-equal intcrdepond-

@nc~ with re;:O.li ty. The doubt lea.ds not to d"mial but to adjUfJtment. 

I stress that at this point I am referring to the point of view' 

. 
I'Thicn. Stevens developed; vihether CriGpin I s development is precisely 

along these same lines wilrbe discussed later. 

In r9ferring ·to Crispin's ;;mcGstors Ivi thin Stevens I other 

poems it se8ms to me that one might well consider another sea-tr8,v-

eller, the one of "Th,) P~l try Nude Starts on a Spring Voyage" (CPS). 

There <J,re probably a number of H2,YS in ",hich one could intorpr0t 

this poem and not <i.ll of them relev.mt to a discussion of liThe 

Comedian" but there is', I think, one interpratH,tion lHhich is va.lid 

Hnd 1'rhich shaHS this poem as the embryonic version of cert<"in 

themes which occur in the la.ter poem, 

But not on & shell, she starts, 
Archvic, for the sea. 
But 'on tha first-found weed 
She scuds th~ glitters, 
Noiselessly, lik3 one more T,'H!.ve. 



She too,is discontent 
And I-Tould have purple stuff upon her arms, 
Tired of the scil ty !wrbors, 
E,,,g~H for the brine ;md bellOlving 
Of the high interiors of tlw sea. 

The wind speeds h",r, 
Blowing upon her h[mds 
And 'Vr;:J_tery bciCk. 
She touches the clouds, where she gOBS 

In thG circle- of }wr traval'S of the sea. 

Yet this is mGagrQ ph.y 
In the scurry c<.nd water-shine, 
As her heels foum--

- Not- as when the goldener nude 
Of a later day 

vlill go, likQ the centr", of sea-green pomp, 
In an intenser calm, 
Scullion of fate, 
Across the spick torrent, ceaselessly, 
Upon her ir-retriBvable i'lfJ.y. 

The nude of t~@ poem is paltry -- as Crispin is miniscule; 
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she is the undeveloped sensibility, the imagination that is not ex-

ercising itself to the full. Like Crh.pin, she is urged beyond the 

confines of her world into the large experience of the sea. She 

encompasses the reality of the sea but this still is not the full-

est realization of the imagination; that ,viII come ,-Then the imagin-

ation orders reality -- "The joy of mecming in designldrenched out 

of chaos ••• II (liThe Sail of Ulysses": CP 100). The goldener 

nude is "scullion of fate" because she is behaving as she must acc-

ording to h8r-truG nature. 

This is, in essence, the imaginative aesth~tic of the early 

Stevens but, again, it is Qualified by scepticism by the tirr.e 1-[8 

re2.ch "Th.::: Com2dian". Crispin, "the credible hero" (OP 117), be-
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lieves, for a' ,·rhile at least,that he has the povrer for imaginative 

fulfilment, that he is 2.ble to create the ,wrld of knol'rledge \V'hich 

the goldener nude vTill create. Denis Donoghue vIri tes: "For Stevens, 

the sea is not enough, reality is not enough. He needs the .. ,ords 

of the sea, and if he cannot have them he 'ilill settle for ~!orcls and 

let the see. look out for itself. But the greatost poem is the .. lords 

of the sea. 117 The "rords of' the sea are the kno"lledge, the revel-

ation, the o·rder product;~d by the ,,'orkings of the imagination upon 

reality. Crispin sets off, confidant that he can build II loquacious 

cabins by the soatl but must ultimctely settlG for the log cabin. 

AgE.in the persona "'lho believ8s that he C2.n contain the world ,iithin 

himself is modified by the one who is forced to recognise that a 

good deal of self is in the world. 

The World without Ime.gine.tion 

Doubt 0S to i'ihethor Crispin can accomplish what the golden-

or nude will accomplish is introduced in -the very first section: 

• • • • .,. is this same \<Jig 
Of things, this nincompat2d pedagogue, 
Preceptor to the sea? Crispin at sea 
Created, in his day, a touch of doubt (Cp 27) 

The opening motto: tl mCin is the intelligence of his soil ll is expr-

essi vo of a corte.in confidence in wall I s pOT1Jer, but the doubt is 

inherent in phras8s such &.s IiSOCT2.t:;S of snails ll
, where the self-

confid;:mce denoted by IlS ocrat",sll is d8flated &nd revGe.led as pomp-

osity by its combination THi th IIsnails'l. Here Crispin is defined, 
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so far as he ·is defined at all, by his aspirations and his environ-

ment and the tlvO are not in accord. Crispin is discont<?-nt ,'Ii th 

such a defintion for he if aw·are that it is counterfeit, amasquer-

ada, so seeks for some "true" definition of self and its right re-

lation to the environment. 

Riddel maintains that "there is no motivation for Crispin's 

fall into experience, no rea.son for his exposure to the not-me, and 

hence no J.'eal drama. There is only an a1-.n:tkening of sensibility •• 

11 8 . . It is true that there is an mv&,kening of simsibili ty but I 

think Riddol is mistaken in claiming there is no motivation for 

Crlspin's voyage.· It may not bG dirGctly stated at the beginning of 

the poem but I believe it is implied and if there is still any doubt 

one need only look at these lincD from the fourth section: 

These bland ~xcursions into time to corne, 
Relat€Cl in romance to backward flights, 
Hcn,rever prodigal, however proud, 

. Contained in their afflatus the renroach . ~ 

That first drove Crispin to his wandering. 
He could not be content with counterfeit, 
·vli th masquerade of thought, "ri th hapless v{ords 
That must belie the racking masquerade, 
~[i th fictive flourishes that preordained 
His passion's permit, hang of coat, degree 
Of buttons, measure of his salt. • •• (cp 39) 

Crispin holds the view at first that he is master of his 

OIvn environmGnt, but the question raised is that, once having left 

the "snug hibernal", can he hold sway over the rest of the world? 

And once he leaves home he leaves a good deal of the "mythology of 

self". Thi::; mythology consists of the pe.stiche of roles in which 

--_.-. -----.-.----.- -'-_. -------
8J.N.Riddol, The Clairv.oyant~.~ (Baton Rouge, 1965), p. 96. 
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Crispin, in his romantic ofancy, sees himself. At this point Stevens 

pilGS up cO heap of phrases: "The lutanist of fleas, the knav@, the 

thcme,/The ribboned stick, the bel101-ling breeches, cloak/Of China, 

cap of Spainn ••• II Such phrases are not meant to send the reader 

hunting for sources of literary allusions, though mi.ony hEwe been 

suggested. 9 They rather suggest the absence of any clear-cut der"in-

ition of Crispin, simply the assumption of fragments of personae. 

This mythology of self, Hi Simons suggests, is "threatened 

with extinction in the world without imagination where he was no~ at 

1 ,,10 arge. Simons seems to imply that this extinction of the mythol-

ogy of self is to be guarded against Ivhereas I 1vould say that at 

this point it is \,(hat Crispin dosires, even though he may be unsure 

of Hhat it involves. ,He wants "mythology of self,/Blotched out bs-

yond unblotching." so that he can penetrate to the real self, though 

as usual, his aspirations may be greater than his ability and the 

sight of himself reduced by the vast experience of reality to Hlt 

skinny sailor peering in the sea-glass" °requires an adjustment diff-

icult to make. 

Crispin's IIreduetion" is ably suggested by the short phrase 

about the skinny sailor "Thieh follOl"ls the elaborate description of 

the mythology, but it is al:.::o suggested in terms of loTords, of Cris-

pin's name itself. OncEl Crispin has belen ",vashed aTtre..y by magnitude" 

9S88 Riddel, The Clairvoyc:,nt Eyc:, p. 95 for a summaI"J of 
tho most notable suggGst~ons. 

IOH C:" .",lmons, liThe COIl).Gdian as the Letter C", p.99~ 



even his name' has be0n reduced: 

\-[hat \'Tord split up in clickering syllables 
And storming under multitudinous tonGs 
Was name for this sllOrt-shcmks in cell that brunt? 
Crispin vTas WEwhGd 2.vJay by Hl3gni tude. 
Th~ whole of life that still remained in him 
Thdndlecl to one sound strumming in 'his ear, 
Ubiquitous concussion,. slap and sigh, 
Polyphony beyond his batonls thrust. (Cp 28) 

It S@0ms to me possible tha~ those ·last four lines, in ansvlGlring 
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the question. of the preceding lines, conta,in something of em exten-

ded pun; follo'cling on from· the mention of "Hard" and "syllables" 1ve 

. have the vIhola of Crispin reducGd to one sound -- that of the see" 

or his initial letter. 

Crispin is ovenrhelmed' by the IlvTE~t0ry rGalist", personified 

h~re as Triton. Just 2.S 1J.1ri ton is defined' almost completely by thG 

sea so that all that 'rul1c~ins othG:rwise are "faint, memorial gest-

urings ll , IIhallucinating horn ll and "A sunkan voice. . . of remember-

ing and forgetfuln@ssll so Crispin is dissolved into the Qssence of 

sea., into a Iistarker, barer self. II UnE.ble to "stEim verboseness in 

the seall Crispin is drenched by it and confronts it - "the verit-

able ding an sich • • .j . . . a voc&.ble thingll. '\"lords in tlFdil-

sel v"s forP.l a theme in this poem E~S -!lell mE-diuffi; the imagin-

ationls confrontaiori with reality is roferred to £8 tka forsFking 

of the rOffi2,ntic di:.;tortions, the IIpoGm of plums", for "'the strict 

13.usteri tyjOf on@ va.st, subjugE~ting, final tone." 

In this first sGction we seQ thG progression of Crispin 

from, in SiDonls terms, IIjuvenile romantic subjectiviem, through 

• • • a r~alism a.lmost without posi ti ve content, consisting mer.:;ly· 
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in recognizing the stErk re8.1i ties of life • • • Hhat Simons 

does not make Quite cle2.r, ho,'Tever, is that the ne&.r-negati vequ-

ality of this new-found realism implies Crispin's retention of cer-

tain concepts from his earlier self •. He finds himself now 

In a starker, barer world, in which the sun 
Was not the sun because it never shone 
~h th bland coinplaisance on pale parasols, 
Beetled, in chapels, 011 t'he cho.ste bouquets. (Cp 29) . 

In the absence of new positive concepts Crispin is forced to contin-

ue to define things in terms of the old. So although Crispin's 

encounter with experience, "I'd th reality, has made him "an introspec-

tive voyagerl1 and has shattered his previous masks, he has not·so 

much been made nel" as pared d01<Jn -- an,d vestiges of his earlier 

phase remain. 

Concerning the Thunderstorms of Yucatan 

Having encountered the bare essence of realism (apparently 

ahra,ys equatecf ~'Ti th salt, in St8vens), Crispin novT feels a need for 

realsim plus content. The direction of his aspirations may have 

changed but he still aspires. Having crossed, Columbus-like, from 

the old world to the new, he comes to Yucatan. Here the natives, 

though surrounded by magnificent barbarity, are sonneteers;. that is, 

they follo~ theconv~ntions of tha romantic poets, so lately follow-

ed by Crispin who once IITtfrote his couplet yearly to the spring". 

Crispin, ho';>rever, "made vivid by the sea" is "too destitute to find/ 

In any commonple.ce the ::;ought-for aid. II He falls upon the crude 

IIIbid., p. 98. 
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barbarism of this lush landscape ivi th naive eagerness. But Crispin, 

though exposed to reality, does not yet knovT hovJ to perceive it, 

nor' his ow'n relation to it: 

He HaG in this as otheT freemen are, 
Sonorous nutshells rattling imlardly. 
His violence i'TaS for aggrandizement 
And not for stupor, such as'music'makes 
For sleepers halfi'lC:W waking. • • •• (CP 31) 

Crispin in his eagerness is not aware of the consequences of 

his re-orientation; his consciousness is not fully awakened and the 

essential self still not defined. still he seeks refuge in the 
'c.. 

"iorkings of the imagination, in the iHi ting of poems although these 

poems attempt to. embrace a new aesthetic, one "tough, diverse, un-

tamed ll
• Though he 1,-lauld seek inspiration for his poetry from the 

exotic aspects of reality -- "The fabulous and its intrinsic verse" 

-- Crispin still does not have the self to measure up to his aspir-

ations and again is oveTIihelmed, this time by thunderstorms. Naive-

ly joying in the lushness of the 1 andsc8,pe and "A nevr reaIi ty in 

parrot-squm'lks ll
, he suffers another "instance of elemental fate" 

compc:orable to his experience at sea. He takes refuge in the cath-

edral -- the embodiment of the old myths? -- retreating from reality 

into the itlagination. But, like the sea, the thunderstorm increases 

his avrareness and he sees it as "the span/Of force, the c;.uintessent-

ial fact, • .'. ". It is another prompting tmmrds finding the 

thing in itself. Crispin has been pared do'wn a little more, feels 

freer of the trappings that obscured his "true" self,but, as the 

next section reveals, he is still not the complete rectlist. 
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The disparity bet,'Teen how Crispin aspires to develop --- and 

hOe, he f£mcies himself to be developing -- and hO\1 he actually pro-

grasses is shoi'Tn largely through the ironic touch achieved by subtle 

al ternation bet\veen the tone of a detf,ched. narrator and the "tone of 

a naive Crispin. We see most of the actual landscape in Crispin's 

terms, but ,'Ie see Crizpin observing the landscape in the narrator's 

terms. l1e see Crispin w"axing lyrical on "the purple tufts, the 

scarlet crovIns" but it is the narrator's distance and perception 

that sums up this lyriCism in: "The affectionate emigrant found/A 

nevI re&lity in parrbt-SQual'lks". 

I mentioned in discussion of the first section that in this 

poem l'lords are a" theme as ivell as a medium. This is naturally so 

since Crispin is, at,least" in the Stevensian sense, a poet -- that 

is, any man of sensiblity. He is in sG2:rch of his true poetic aes-

thetic which is analogous to his true relationship to his environ-

ment &nd his discovery of self. This theme is expressed in terms 

of Crispin's continuous effort to find the \'Tords from his environ-

mente So far the voice of the surroundings and the voice of Cris-

pin have beGn in opposition. He was no match age"inst the "verbose-

ness in the sea"; the "ding an sich", ""hen he confronted it, had 

"a. speech belched out of hoary da.rks/No\.ray· resembling his, • " . . . 
The thunderstorm soundf; for him "the note/Of Vulcan" that" he '/Tishes 

to ms.ke his olm note and he is confident thc.t \'iest,'i'ard he will find 

the phrase, the poem that marries self and world, style and poem. 



Approccching Carolina 

That Crispin still h8.s not bac('me effective realist is ad-

mitted at the beginning of this section; he is still a subject for 

the IIbook of moonlight", the book of the ime.ginE.tion. He is still 

a poet 

Ivho, in the hubbub of his pilgrimEge 
. Through sweating changes, never could forget 
That wakefulness or meditating sleep, 
In iv-hich tne sulky strophes 1villingly 
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Bore up, in time, the somnolent, deep songs. (CF 33) 

The concept he has of Am~rica is the concept he has retained from 

his early imaginative and subjective phase. Again ';[e are given 

Crispin's idea of a landscape; America is described in terms of the 

imagination (the north, the blue pole,r landscape usually signifies 

the imagination in St~vensl 'poems). The description of a cold, del-

icate land which never comes to ripeness provides a singular contr-

ast with luxuriant Yucatan. This,;remember, is America as Crispin 

imE.gines it is going to be. Though earnestly seeking reality and 

attempting to deny the imagination, he slips for a moment into the 

pleasant indulg'ence that: 

. Perhaps the Arctic moonlight rec:lly gave 
The liaison, the blis~fulliaiGon, 
Beti'ieen himself and his environment, (cp 34) 

But then he collects himself and asserts thit the imagination is an 

. evasion or at most created a very slight relation betw'een self <'_nd 

environment. He recognizes that the imagination still has some 

hold upon him and th2.t his voyage consists of fluctuations betl-Jeen 

imagination ~nd reality, between subjoctivity and objectivity, but, 

confident as ever, he feels he can deal with the seductive overtures 



of the imagination, secure in the knowledge that lilt ·was a flour-

ishing tropic he required/For his refreshment, an abundant zone;". 

Thus, with the t\>TO concepts of America the one an early 

view of the imagination, the other taken from the actual land app-

earing on the horizon -- he comes to Carolina. The voyage inland 

makes the decision for him Cind the :Imoonlight fiction" apparently 

disCl.ppears in 

• • • • the rancid rosin, burly smells 
Of dampened lumber, emanations blO1~n 
From warehouse doors, the gustiness of ropes, 
Decays of sacks, and alI the arrant stinks 
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That helped him roung his rude aesthetic out. (Cp 36) 

This marks a further stage in his increased perception, a. percept-

ion which nOlif prompts him tovrards the discovery of lithe essential 

prose", ,'Thich is, in fact, .the true poetry, the heightened· reality. 

The double vision of Crispin cmd the narrator continues in 

this section. Crispin's eager savouring of the rankness of his 

surroundings, his implied feeling that he is reaching the end of 

his search, is placed in perspective by the gently ironic: "Curr-

iculur.J. for the marvelous sophor.J.ore". Crispin nOVT embraces an aes-

thetic of "sinewy nakedness" and appears finally to have relin-

qui shed the pomp and regalia '"Thich decked him in the first section: 

"He came. The poetiC hero vTi thout palms/Or- jugglery, ~'ii thout re-

galia. ll • The mention of palms here carries not only connotations 

of ceremony but of Christian "myth,,;2implying that Crispin no lon-

gel' needs the support given to him, for instance, by the cathedral. 

12This imc.ge also occurs in liThe Shape of the Coroner" (OP 
29): . tiThe palms i'lere vlaved/For the beau of illusions. II 
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The Idea of a Colony 

Crispin has now finally reli~ql~ished the moonlight and re-

verses his original premise. Nm'l he adheres to the motto: "his soil 

is manls intelligerice". So far Crispin has been something of a pas-

sive receiver of these various experiences; at this point he becomes 

"more bellicose" and positively directs himself to celebrating his 

neH-found objective realism. "His "restern voyage ended and began." 

Crispin has reached his new-found land and begins his attempts "To 

make a neH intelligence prevail" instead of the shadoH of his pre-

vious stale intelligences. He even goes so far as to vlri te a pro-

logomena, setting forth principles which he :VlOuld strive to apply in 

the founding of a colony. Upon the principle that the characterist-

ics of a region !;Lre the pro.per characte:dstics of its inhabi tonts, 

. ,. he/Projected a colony that should extend/To the dusk of a II 

·ghistling south belo\-l the south, II. In such Co colony "The man in 

Georgia ''faking among pines/Shouid be pine-spokesme.n. " . . . . 
This theory of poetic expression had considerable vogue at 

the time Stevens was writing this poem and one of its foremost ex-

ponents was Stevens I friend, Hilliam Carlos Hilliams. In a letter 

to Henry \'lells (12th April, ·1950), ~{illiams wrote: "The poc-m to me 

••• is an attempt, em eXperiment, a failing eXperinent, tO~Tard 

assertion with broken means but an assertion, always, of a new and 

tota.l culture, the lifting of &n environment to expression. ,,13 

--~ -.-.-~- ~.-, -------~--~-----------------
I3William Carlos Williams, The Selected Letters (New York, 

1957), pp. 286~287. 
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. Crispin, hm-rever, out-l-Jilliams liilliams when, like some keen pro-

motions man, "not indifferent to smart detail", he conceives of 

even the melon having "apposite ritual li
• 

But though he he-os foresi-Torn the insipid imE'.ginati ve fancy 

and the exotic reality in an attempt to get a hold of the true re-

ality, "the essential prose ll
, Crispin recognizes that his project-

ions for the future are in themGelv~s falee: 

'l'hese 1:)12:.nd excursions into time to come , 
Related in rOHlctnCe to backwcud flights, 
Hoviever prodige.l, hO\iever proud!. 
Contained in their afflatus the reproach 
'llhat first drove Crispin to his wandering. 
He could not be content 1vi t11. counterfei t, 
~'li th mc~squer&,de of thought, • • • •• (cp 39) 

He is a novitiate but a shrGiid one and recognize~l his IIdreams ll for 

Vlhat they are. Th_8 lineS Qoncerning the "monotonous babbling in 

our dreB.ms" touch upon a central concern of the poem; Simons gives 

this interpretation of them: "There is an eternal r6currence of 

the same motifs in our dreams(.our daydreams and projects, also) 

that makes them, not harbingers of higher attainment, but the in-

heri tors of the i-leaknesses and lind ta tions of the 'stale lives I 

hidden \d thin us. ,,14 Crigpin dreams his dreams, is victim of his 

O>'Tn imagine.tion,· in spite of himself, for T:lhatever "swee.ting ch8,n-

ges ll he has experienced the imaginationiG 'part of hie:. essentic;l 

self. He has tried to deny the subjective and to concentrc:te on 

the environcent but reco~nizes his failure. So he becomes a fatal-

ist; he still condemns the dreams that he is, at times~ seduced by, 

14simons, "The Comedian as the Letter Gil, p. 106. 
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_and finally: "Preferring text to gloss, he hUl:lbly served/GrotesCiue 

apprenticesh~p to chance_event." In vievTof CriGpin' s previous 

pretensions [md aspirations one might tend to doubt the valieli ty of 

his present stf!-l1Ce, to see him as '~tiptoe cozener" but the denio.l 

of this is firm, Crispin's present proclamation is "veracious p&.ge 

on page, exact". So CrL~pin relinQuishes his idea for J;l colony •. 

But though he is perhaps a clm'fl1, he is an aspiring clm-Tl1 (the 

narrator's judgement?); that is, whether Crispin recognizes it or 

not, he is still directed in part by.his imagination. 

A Nice Shady Ho~e 

Crit-!pin 's aW2reneS8 in his jour-ney in search of reality 

was continually directed outf:lide himself. He sought for the ''lords 

of the poem dir-8ctly from the environment and left liThe appointed 

p01ver umdelded from disdainll, deliberc.tely denying his ovm imagin-

ative perception. N01"i he abandons his attempts at discovery of a 

realistic poetic aesthetic and so, accor-ding to his O'iTn lind ted 

idea of poetry, mu:;t abandon poetry itself. His grandiose aspir-

at ions diminish with his horizon: 

Crispin dTrTel t in the land and dVlelling there 
Slid from his continent by slow recess 
To things iii thin his actual eye, • • • (cp 40) 

He comes to accept a modified re&.lism, and one to be found close to 

He first, as realist, 2dmitted that 
Whoever hunts a matinal continent 
May, after all, stop short before a plum 
And be content and still be realist. 
The ''lOrds of things entangle c.nd confuse. 
The plum survives its poems. • • •• (Cp 40-41) 
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Crispin finds his reality in the "survi ving form" -- of himself as 

\-Tell as the plum. He first renounced the. "poems of plums" as far 

back as the first section but only now does he realize that the 

plum itself instances reality as well as the more exotic discoveries 

of continental wandering. 

But now that Cri~pin has reached this stage what sort of a 

conclusion is it? Should he turn his discovery into poetry, as he 

did with his other discoveries? Should he proclaim wh2.t must app-

ear, in tbe light of his earlier aspirations, failure or at least 

compromise? Such poetry would be superfluous, so Cri'2pin feels, 

confronted ,·ri th his failure, I·Ti th the acc'usation of the log-cB:bin 

rc;.ther than the projected "loquacious columns". He defends his 

compromise -- and refusal to write poetry -- by humility, by mini-

mizing the importance of hiB lot a.mong so many others. He pl eads 

the "reE,YJleSS of ffiEcnkind in general to do more than <?cccept things as 

they are •. 

Has Cri_pin come full circle or has he progressed? 

The very man despising honest quilts 
Lies quilted to his poll in his despite. 
For realist, what is is lv-hat should be. (Cp 41) 

He is back with the salad-beds but now he is coming to recognize 

his own relationship to this environment, though he is not yet 

fully reconciled. In the beginning he recognized th<3.t his position 

wes false but thought the error lc:.y in the envirom:ent. And so he 

sought to change but employed his energies in the ~Trong clirection, 

attempting to rilake the self fit the E.spirations rather th<?n trim-

ming the aspirations to fit the self. He had ;:m "eye most c.pt in 



geli:,tinescmd jupes", "a barber's eye" but instead of lirni,ting his 

perception to such horizons he turne'd his g2.ze on porpoises. Look-

ing all-rays for the real in the dista.nt horizons but never recogniz-

ing the 'Quali ty of his personhl perception he all-lays ended up 1vi th 

the [;2.me incongruity between self and environment; though his per-

ception caused him to see the porpoises through a barber's eyes --

"InGcrutE,ble hair in em inscrut;,~ble \'lorlcl" -- he I'JaS ,not aW,hre of 

the nature of this perception, he did not recognize himself. 

Now at last ,- though it is not easy to accept a self so far 

belo~ his aspir&tions, he recogniies what he is. No longer does 

he search frantically for the ,\-lords but rather enjoys 'a '''long sooth-

saying sil<?nce". He marries (a sec::.l on the re12,tionship bet'Heen 

man ,md his environment, the union of style/self and poem?), ts 

"magister of a single rooml' instee.d of I1Socrates of snails l1
, and 

grc"dually, rsther to his surprise, he fincls the di3,ily round less 

irksol!le than he had im2.gined -- perhaps he ha.d anticipated a fine 

martyrdom. In fact he discovers the considerable pleasures of the 

quotidie,n 1<Thich IIsaps like the sun'l c:nd IIFor Hll it t2kes it gives 

a humped return". 

And D2cughters '<'ri th Curls 

vlhen, in the first section, a vford vlaS sought for Crispin 

it 1ve.S lIa VIord split up in clickering syllables ll
• NOIv Crispin's 

self and hi:,: p:-'si tion Clre again expressed in terms of words 2.nd 

sounds but of cc different kind than earlier: 

Portentousenunci~tion, syllable 
To blessed syll&ble affined, and sound 



.Bubbling felicity in cc:.ntilene, 
Prolific and tormenting tenderness 
Of music, as it comes to unison, 
Forgather and bell boldly Crispin's last 
Deduction. • • • • • • • • • •• (CJC 43) 
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Crispin in his return to "social nature ll achieves a harmony, a un-

i ty of self a,nd a right relation to his environment never ac~ieved 

before. He expr13sses himself nov! not through the sort of poer~s he 

used to write b'ut through his fc.mily and the life he lives (uhich 

mc.y, I think, be ta,ken as analogies for the perfectly unified poem). 

His children, while a source of comfort, are also const2.nt reminders 

of I'That he is and how' he is limi tc;d (they are also the sort of 

children one I'iould expect from a man \',ho is ;;;, barber cmd whose ne.me 

. comes from the Latin "rorel for t'curIc-::d"). The "marriage" bet"ieE;n 

Crispin and h.i8 environment is emphasized by the fact that his 

children are spoken of as. his "chi tsll (one meEming of this \Vorel is 

"sprout" or "shoot") and his !'capacious bloom".15 Kerr.10ele suggests 

that Crispin's four daughters are "the seasons, cardinal to the 

life of nature and his own life." 16 Their role may embrc:,ce all of 

these but most important they are: 

•••. four rncire personae, intimate 
As buffo, yet divers, four mirrors blue 
That should be silver, four accustomed seeels 
Hinting incredible hues, four selfcccme lights 
That spread chromatics in hilarious dark, 
Four CJ.uestioners and four sure 2.nS"l-ierers. (cp 45) 

---.--,-.-~.--.. ------~ 

15See Riddel, The Clairvolc:·nt Eye, p. 100 for the suggestion 
of a possible thrust at Whitman here. 

16FoKermode, "'allEce St.:;ven2 (Edinburgh and London, 1960), 
p. 48. 
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They themselves displcW CriGpin' s curiosity and are the answers to 

his OVTn questions conoF.:t:'ning the na.ture of his self, for they 2.re 

aspects of that self. They are 13.1so.-- poems or daughters -- pro

ducts of his imagination, "four mirrors blue", and 28 his imf,gina

tion are his ·comfort <:.nd illumination in "hila.rious dark". :But 

they O.re· mirrors that "should be Gil ver"; that is, they indicate 

that Crispin has.pot yet found the ultimate revelation, has not yet 

fully come to the kllowledge of "the universal hue", he is still at 

the stage of the "ephemeral blues" CCP 15). That his knoT:rledge is 

not complete is also suggested by the referenoe.to "chromatics". 

Elsel'lhere Stevens writes: "It is of our nature that He pass frOEl.· 

the chromatic to the clear, front the unlmOlm to the known" (op 258). 

Crispin he,S ,made some progress, the dark is illuminated, but he ha.s 

not come to full knol,[ledge. 

The "doctrine" that Crispin' concocts frem all this is 'l'rhat 

is cannot be changed and must be accepted. This is Crispin's "Dis

guised pronunciamento", a nee tural and "perfectly resolved" statement 

more he.rmonious than rmy of his· previous poems, as if C:t:'ispin hEld at 

last founel his oun personal style. But if the flE,necdots" does not, 

in fact , give this appearance, if it is f'alse and Crispin is a "pro

fi tless /Philosopher, beginning 10Ji th green brag,/Conoluding fadedly", 

if Crispin is still peroei ving life through distorting fancy, 'l'IhE.t 

does it mEtter "sinoe/The relation comes, benignly, to its end?lI 

The cnd of this poem if full of 8mbiguities. For instance, 

the line: "So may the relation of each IDem be clipped" contc-.ins con

siderable p12,y on Hords. PeE.rce points out the pun in "clipped" 
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"'cut off l aga.inst 'yclept', Idying' as against 'being ne:TIled ltl
•
I7 

Riddel suggests a pun, too, on Ilrelation" since Crispin t S ovm re-

la.tion, his narrative, has come to an end, as \iell as one Il re l a.ting" 

( . ) f th' . t . 18 syntheslS 0 e lm2gln~ lone But what is really difficult to 

define is the precise tone of these last lines. Is St6vens se.ying 

that a happy ending excuses <:tIl -- Qr that it is precisely such an 

atti tude of easy contentment that stultifies man's imagimi.ti ve 

faculty? . Hh2.t is the overall tone, aim, lIdiguised pronunciamento tl 

of thi3 poem? 

The prevai ling tone is, I think, one of affirll'[{tion temper-

wi th scepticism. In this poem, cmd in H2.rmonium, stevens hE~s ett-

empted to affirm, to aSDert the.t lilhGt ehall or ought to be is con-

tained in is. But in the course of 1l2.rmonium he hGs come to recog-

nize tha.t· c .. t times there. is "Domim;tion of Bl;c;cktl 
-- Crispin's "hil-

arious ·dark". Ancl if he is truly to' perceive reality he mUGt all-

ow for this aspect of it, and allow, too, th2t while the i~agin~t-

may illuminu.te the clark it may not, of itself, be &ble to dispel it. 

Crispin is comedi"n, that is, ordinary, every-day man; 19 he mc;.kes 

fantL1stic voy;,:.ge but his stature does not increcse, r2ther he is re-

dnced to himself End recognition of his own limi tZctions. And in 

this journey of everyman is st.:;vens' m::mifesto, to be le2.rnt both 

from vlhc.t Crispin did <cnd \'rhe,t he did not do. The 82.1 vc,tion of 

I7pea.rce, 2J2.. cit., p. 388. 

18 . 
Riddel, .QQ. cit., p. 101. 

19 . 
Bl~ckmur, ££. Clt., p.249. 



lieE; in discovery of self [md its right relation to the world. 

Crispinls biggest mistake was to di~dEin the power of the i~aginEtive 

perception in attempting to mp-.ke such a discovery. Stovens ce.n 

fin2.11y· 0.1101'[ for both his success "md his failure for though he 

ul timEtely clchieves a better reL.tion them he bege.n with he is still 

not actively and consciously Etpplying the imE,gino,tion to the dis

covery of reality. This is not to say definitely that he cannot go 

on to do so, the end of one relc.tion may le2,d to the beginning of 

another for Crispin is, after all, an c.Bpiring clOT:Tl1. He still 

has hls imagination, E:till finds himself "Illumin,ding, from a 

fancy gorged/By apparition, plain End comllon things" 2.nd in this 

shows consider~;b16 improvement over his originE.l inclinations: "Im_ 

agination applied to the whole world is vapid in comparison to im

<'"gins.tion 21)plied to Fe detcdl" (op 176). 

But vlhereas it may remain an open question as to T:lhether 

Crispin can go on, stevens CEm. Crispin and Stz,vens are by no moans 

identical; Crispin may perhaps be seen as an aspect of Steveni, but 

he is an aspect which Stevens already recognizes 2S obsolete, a 

poetic style xhich he has outgrm1n or perhaps an ironic \;Tarning to 

hin!self of I,,.ho.t could hapl~en if he did not continue to struugle to 

achieve the right reh. tion between im&.ginc:tion d.nd reality. And it 

is as ct paving the vT8y to a new relE.tion th~t Stevens in this poem 

gi Ves his final displ.s.y of the langucge and :::-:tyle of Ha.rmonium. 

"The Comudic'.n" h'.,8 be8n hec,.vily criticized in some qU2.rt8rs 

for its L,ngu2ge. Roy Harvey Pearce, for insto-:nce, ·-..rri tes: liThe 

oV6rplus of language -~ p&rallels, appositions, repetitions, words 
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una.bsorbed into the whole, the overpowering concreteness, maximally 

irrelevcmt text~ure -- gets in the i-lay of the developing c:naly.sis of 

the poet IS situation and 1"lhC: .. t it is coming too. ,,20 I liould agree 

that there ,ne parts of this poem \'lhere the lnnguage cannot bea.r 

. the burden of itself out i'lou~d argue thE.t such pas83.ges are r8.rer 

them many cri ti~G think, and C .. re perhaps faulted because of their 

occurence rather ·thc,n a.ny intrinsic lcwk of viorth. One of the di-

fficul ties of Ci. long poem is ::;J.WEYS thst there is time for virtues 

to become excessive. 

The role of language in this poem is inextricably involved 

with the role of Crispin, and the 12rg",r subject of imagination 

and reality. The ffiEin objection made is to the "excess" of ID,ngu-

e.gs, la.nguagB. used too much for its mm sake at the expense of the 

IIpoemll. If this is so then Stevens is failing in his .decl~:red <lim 

of presenting the style &.nd the poeI:l 8.S one. In order to judge hOH 

far, if at all, Stevens docs f&il here one needs to estimate whet 

the poem is Vlhioh must dictc:..te the nature of the style. I h&ve 

2.1re,,·dy given some indicc,tiol}. of possible interpretations of the 

poem 80 here it is sufficient to speak in general terms. 

r:Phe subject of the poem is an abstract one, the development 

of a sensibility -- or a poetic or the progress of I:l2n 2S an 

"instc.nce of f<:,.te". But on one lev6:].., at le?st, the experience of 

this subject is concrete the overwhelrlingly pb-y~;ic<:: I ;,rorld to 

which this sensibility exro~es itself. St2vens has ~lready displ~y-

2Gp mh.... t . . .... f' . . P t e~i.rce, J. e von lnult..Y 0 ~'lmBrlcc:.n 08 ry, p. 388. 
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ed in H2.rmonium his z,.bili ty to combine the abst'ract Emel the concr-

ete and here he carries it to even greater lengths so thet we are 

aYJs.re of the C:.ss6ul t the. l(mdsc~,-pe makes on Cri2pin' s senses Dnd 

hi,:: mind. It. if; not thed the ivords hide Crispin's development from 

Us but thEt they do ~vhclt they G.re me~cmt to do ,. n3mely thc~t the ill-

defined Crispin is no meltch egainst them. It mol.Y be @.rgued th:::.t 

the langu:;::ge should. reflect the che,ngas in Crispin but there are 

no rE:dic·c.l ch:.:mgesin Crispints n;:ture. Ch.:;.meleon-like in his 

underdeveloped senGibili ty he to.kes on the definition of his surr-

oundings. The l~rrlscape changes and so does the texture of the 

ime.ges used to dese:ti be it --- compare for inst;:mce the description 

of lush Yuc.~,t;;;.n ivi th the delicate im2..ges used to deGcibe Crispin's 

America. The "uccl'r2torii,,1". CODUnents also subtly 'suggest the shifts 

of the poem, carrying their ironic note, cmd especially ~et 8gcdn~t 

these,' I think it possible that the pass~~ges in which Cri,jpin/poet 

vocifer~tes upon the landscdpe may be taken as a det2ched stevens' 

ironic indulgence in <l. style he is rel inc;uishing. 

I do not <',gree l'fith·Bl.:,cYJllur's view as 2, judgement on the 

tot~: L role of la.ngu;.'ge in thiG po_em but I consider hh; summC'ry of 

the style a perc~ptive definition. of that aspect of'it which makes 

the greatest irnp~ct: 

I do not knmv the n2L1e for the form. It is l<:-.rgely the 
form of rhetoric, lc~nguage used for its O'dn sr,.ke, per
.suasively to the extrGme. But it has, for rhetoric, [n 
8xtr2.ordin::.ry content of concrete experience. Mr. stE-vens 
is i:'. gonuine poet in th<,.t he c.t tempts constcmtly to trE,ns
form i·ih::. t is felt vTi th the senses 2nd ~-Jh,t is thought 'in 
the nind -- if 'de CG.n still distinguish the t'dO -- into 
th:;:.t realm of being, TrThich ~'1e c2.11 poetry, ·.ihere ';rh:".t is 
thought is felt and what is felt has the strict point of 
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thought. And I cecIl his modo of a.chiGving thc_t trensform
ation rhetorical bec~us8 it is not lyric or dramatic or 
epic, because it does not tr~nscendit8 substance, but is a 
reflection upon a hard surf~ce, a shining mirror of rheto
ric. 21 

~lbclu;lur I S perception concerning 2tc,vens I use of IEngu;:-·ge is the 

most symp2_-thetic and illumin",ting criticism of it thEt so fEr ex'; 

ists, but even he sometimes appears to enthuse rsther th"m elucid2.te 

or define. Much of the complexity of Stevens I poetry lies in the 

treatment indivisible from the theme and it seems to me that more 

real study should be made through the l;:;ngucge 2nd not in spite of 

it. 

I h2ve suggested c6rt~:.in c:.spects of lEmguE.ge 1'7hich ;:ore im-

these U:;pexts and others need more det<'<iled study. :£i'or 8. full un-

derstr,nding of Stevens I 8'-crly lang1..wge, one needs· to be tible to see 

more clea.rly hOvE "mel ,;"hy it CSille into being -- G.u8stions thilt vllll 

be easisr to anS"l'Ter once IdOre is knovIn of the sarly years Gnd of 

Stevens' psrticulGr process of composition. In his early poetry 

stevens virtually creates his own 12ngu~ge and meanings which re-

m;c,in for him to dr8.VT upon 2S he T([ishes, so tha.t c", detailed ~;tudy of 

his voce'.bulary, the connotations he gr;;.d.ually cre~tes for his Ttiorcls 

(virtu~lly hir own symbolic system in some instances), his syntax, 

logic, 2.nd. rhetoric, TtTould illuf.'lim"o_te his l~<ter poetry ';Thich is in 

so meeny w"ys pre-ordtcin0d by tbe l~.nguzl.gc. of H<:, rmonium. The str-

ucture of st,:v€ns I l<.,ngu;"ge is <innlogous to the structure of his 

Ttlorld ".nd should be studied s.s such. 



CONCLUSION 

The observations I h&ve me.de in this thesis by no mea.ns 

consti tute 2, study of stevens' language. They are intended to 

serve as justific~tion and prepGration for such Q study. Justific

ation seems necessary in view' of the astonishing neglect show'n in 

this direction; IIprecosi tyll Ci.nd "dandiness" Rre terms used frequ

ently to describe a language that deserves much grec:;.ter respect 

,mel attention. It seems th2,t such a si tua.tion ill2.y not long persist 

since stevens is nOTtI being "discovered" everywhere by graduate 

students, and a new phase of cri ticism 2.pp~c~rs to be beginning, he

ralded by JOE;eph Riddel's excellent study. 

Compared, however, with Eliot, Pound, or even Williams, it 

has taken a long time for Stevens' poetry to achieve recognition 

End never, I think, .,ill he become a "popular" poet. And the cause 

of both these ·judgements is, to a considerable e~tent, the idiom he 

uses. Stevens lias -- .. nd more them is generally credited -- a mfln 

of his time, but his language seemed to nl2..ny to be in no current 

mode and to retreat from the time r"Lther th<:n embody it. Incleecl, 

it lias for this very rec!.Son thct many of his "admirers" \1e1'e dr~:wn 

to it. This e:dmirction of the right thing for the wrong reasons 

has done hErn ;;;.nc injustice to St! .. vens' e:c.rly poetry. 

I have tried t6 inclic~te some of the w~ys in which Stovens' 

early 1;inguc.ge Cf-m be viewed in rel2.tion to his E..ge and to his per

. sonal ideology for' unh,ss one 81101'TS for these in the }:.,nguage one 
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c~m never see thf,t the phr<:.se "I;;mguage used for its own siii,ke", 

l'lhen apI:lied to stevens, should not be perjorative. For, where 

stevens is concerned, the L?,ngu&ge cont2ins and is cap2,ble of so 

much one needs nothibg but the words. He does not releg2te them 
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to ·the position of i!lere ciphers but explores fully the possibilit

of langu2..ge, restoring its value in ,i time 1<[hen II the pressure of 

reali ty" thre",t(:;ned the power of the ir.-:cgination, \'Then inarticu12cy, 

or (it best, jargon i'lere imninent dC':ngers. 

That st",vens ~vss the soli t::~ry Effirmer of lcmguc',ge ,mel the 

individual perception it embodied is 'perhaps reflect~d in our mass 

slide into "PopT! culture, the rec].dy-ma,ele collecti ve exp,,~ri8nce th2.t 

makes indi viduc:l imc~gin::,ti 'Ve perception superfluous vThen 'iTe C2.n 

share the collective cliche. We have limited ourselves to the 

wc:ste land and our language 1128 suffered 2ccordingly, r:'flecting c. 

destructive passivity. Because St~venD diel not do this, because he 

held a positive vie", in a sceptic2.1 age, he l'l2.S dismissed c:.S roD~."n

tic, and hiG poetry as superficial. His langu2,ge has been dismiss-

eel or misunderstood because we have become'accustomed to emascu12t-

ed speech uherea s Stevens vTES G};<l2re of <i.nd av;;dled himself of the 

creClti Ve ';nd_revelatory pOliler l,dent wi thin~.the ivord itself. 
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